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PART I: INTRODUCTION

J*£i-.-^ jectives of th

This study was undertaken at the request of the Trade; Fiscal and Monetary ■

Affairs Division cf the Economic Commission for Africa. The study focuses on

taxation of international incjme "by African developing countries (hereinafter
'referred to as "A2XJ:s"). The term :iinternational" income" is used to describe

income which arises in one country? the "source1'" country, and is paid to a

person resident in another country. Because of the one way flow of investments

out of developed countries into the ADCs? this study is primarily concerned with

taxation of international income arising1 in the ADC's and paid to persons resident

in developed c^iu:ti-ic~. Furthermore? the study generally concentrates on the

types of income arising in ADC? uith respect to which 'DCs are not realizing

their full potential to tax; such as incone from transitory and casual business

activities, interest, royalties, rents, dividends and income from supervisory,

management and consultancy services* Considerable attention is also given to

taxation of normal business profits in connexion with the discussions of tax

avoidance schemes and fiscal incentives*

The object of this study is twofold. The first ■iini is t.< identify and

analyze i3he principal impedimenta to greater taxation o£ international income "by

ADC's* .'SecondlyF the study ic intended to suggest wa.ys of eliminating or at least

mitigating the effects of the impediments to greater taxation "by ADCTs.

2'- Consijjerations /jffec tin^, ^'his study

It is .recognised that greater taxation of international income "by ADCs

cannot "be viewed as an isolated problem without consideration of surrounding

circumstances Con^-q^ontly.- i:i the consideration of thi& problem; and particul

arly in developing r3corani6nJ.a uxenz designed to eliminate or ameliorate the

impediments to greater ' tp.Tation by ADC:s, it was- felt that the following

circumstances ware especially relevant-

(1) The development plans of most ADC's vi^w continued use of private

foreign investment and service3 a? essential parts in their overall effort to

achieve rapid growth rates. As a result; any recommendations &n to how ADC's can

secure greater- tax I'ovecue3 from international incon.e must be such as to not

dis-.Mirage the infj.ow of vital foreign ii./esintent and cerv-u'eos* Essentially,

what this means is that any proposals must not materially increase the aggregate

tax "burden nn foreign investors, This, of conrs-s, leads one to conclude that

the rec orao1 e "c1-"'::'. ?"-■:: "i'.o t "be pri^arilv c ^r-cernec. ^i th me^ns of real Ice a ting the

existing quantum of tr-rr ?.ovenues derived from international incone arising in

ADCrs in favor cf ADC's, "—■"

(2) The ADCTs have, an acute need for- increased tax revenues, liany ADC's

are presently hard pressed t--> meet the h±cfi costs of food; fertilizer, energy,

capital goods and ssrviooa. Tlie&e AJC1^ must have i nore^v;ed. tax revenues and

foreign e~'hangn reEorves in some oases t . provide food and other necessities for

people on the brink of starvation, in other oases to avoid massive economic

regression and in the best of oases to sustain their development sfforts at a

moderate level- Other ALCfs nou rind themselves the center 01 considerable foreign

investor interest; duo primarily to relatively large quantities of depletable

natural resources. For thece countries thero is a nood to maximize the benefits

derived from the ourront exploitation of natural resources and th? surge in

foreign investor intereat if for no other reason than to ensure an adequate

economic base for future generations after the resources ar& depleted^
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This means that the recommendation of this study must "be designed to obtain the

very maximum amount of tax revenues for ADCs without impeding the inflow of foreign

investments and services.

(3) The tax departments of ADCls generally lack adequate resources, staff,

and training tc cope with the present systems of tax administration. Additionally,

foreign investors are especially skeptical of any tax systems which seems overly

complex or which might impose extraordinary administrative "burdens in compliance.

Consequently, the recommendations of this study are intended V> be easily under

stood and simple to comply with and administer.

(4) Although the need of the /DC's for increased tax revenues is widely

recognized, developed countries are at best reluctant to take steps which would

lead to increased tax revenues for the ADC's. 3ince the recommendations of this

study focus on a reapportionment of the existing quantum of tax revenues derived

from international income arising in ADC's, and the great proportion of such

tax revenues not already paid to 3 3X3's is paid to developed countries, a reap

portionment of the revenues in favor of the ADCs means a reapportionment

disfavorable to the developed countries. As a result, it is reasonable to

anticipate that the recommendations of this report will be met witi± some degree

of hostility on the part of industrialised countries.

3. organization

The remaining parts of this report are organized as follows. In Part II,

entitled "International Income Taxation and African Developing Countries-in^

Brief;" the ma^or impediments are identified and the recommendations for eliminat

ing or mitigating the effects of such impediments are summarised. In Part III,

"Principal Impediments to Greater Taxation of International Income by ADC's,"

the sope oi the ma^or impediments to &reater taxation is identified, the reasons

f,;r the impediments are discussed, and recommendations, a& to how the impediments

can be eliminated or at least mitigated are set out. In Part IV, "Long Term

Recommendations", suggestions for restructuring, the system of international

taxation for the benefit of ADC's are discussed. Since one of the recommendations

is widespread adoption of a model tax convention for use by ADC's in negotiations

with developed countries, a suggested model convention and technical commentary

explaining the provisions of the convention are attached as a supplement to this

report*.
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AND AFRICAN DEVELOPING CvOTTHISS - IN BRIEF

The purpose of this part is to summarize the findings in Parts III and IV

with respect to the principal iin.pedime.Tits .to greater taxation of international

income "by ADC T s and the recommendations as to low these impediments might "be

eliminated cr a.t least mitigated.

As mentioned in Part I3 this study is concerned with the impediments to

greater taxation by ADCrs of income from transitory and casual business activities

(such as income fron import and export sales); interest, royalties, rents,

dividends, and income from supervisory, management and consultancy services.

Considerable attention is also given to taxation of normal "business profits in

connexion with tho discussions of tax avoidance schemes and fiscal incentives.

Inasmuch as it is assumed ADC's do not vrant to erect tax disincentives to

the inflow of foreign investments and services^ this study is primarily restricted

to consideration of the impediments to reapportionment of the existing quantum

of international tax revenues in favor of ADC's. Since the great proportion of

tax revenues not already paid t *DC's is p?.id to industrialized countries, this

necessarily means the study is concerned with ways to s:ift tax revenues from the

industrialized countries to the ADC *s without increasing the ag^re^ate tax

"burden of foreign investors. Tl^ere are? however, two areas in which the

recommendations could result in noticeable increase in the aggregate tax burden

of foreign investors - the recommendations relating to tax avoidance and fiscal

incentives*

There apparently aro five major impediments to greater taxation of

international income Xj <\^r~ Firstj it appears that the double taxation agree

ment? to which ADO'p are presently parties generally operate tu the considerable

disadvantage of the ADC's, and substantially restrict their ability to secure a

greater portion cf the tax revenues attributable to international income. The

disadvan-tagaouu nature of these tax agreements stems from the fact that they

usually give the country of a tax-payer's residence either the exclusive or

morr? cubstantxal right to tax income as against the country in which the income

arose (ths "source country") and in income generating transactions between

developed countruj and ADC! s the forme..- is invariably ttj country of residence

and the latter the country of source^

The primary reasons for the continued existence of these disadvantageous

double taxation agreement are threefold:

(i) Tho taz departments ox many ADC's do not have sufficient personnel or

ros'JUTCGs to undertake1 a substantial review of international tax

agreements 01 to participate in the time consuming negotiation of such

agreements- In general., the tax departments of ADC's.are undertrained

and understaffed and are barely able to cope with the administration

of domestic tax laws, 'much less give time and serious consideration

to complex international tax matters- As a consequence, most ADC's

do not have the time or expertise necessary to develop a favorable

position on the question of international tax agreements*
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(ii) Officials in some ADC's believe that nothing is to be gained by
seeking more favorable tax agreements because the ADC's are in weak

and vulnerable bargaining positions and developed countries will

refuse to make meaningful c ncessions. For the most part, the -.DCs

which hold ti.is view are unaware of the successes a few other ADC's

. and other developing countries have had in concluding favorable tax

agreements, but in some c-ises, this belief is based upon actual

experience, as occasionally ADC's have attempted to negotiate more

favorable tax agreements but have found developed countries unwilling

to yield on important points. Notwithstanding the tremendous

differences in resources and training "between tax administrations

in developed and developing countries, it is a sad fact that

negotiation of a tax convention with the major capital exporting

countries is essentially an adversary proceeding. Thus, it is clear

that if ADC's are to obtain favorable tax agreements, they must be

prepared to put forward the beneficial proposals, as such proposals

certainly will not originate with the developed countries.

(iii) Some ADC's also see tax agreements as a means of attracting foreign
investment and services and they believe that tax agreements too

favorable to them will impede the inflow of foreign investments and

services. Again, the ADC's which hold this view are generally-

unaware that other ADC's have concluded favorable tax agreements

without materially impeding the inflows of foreign investments and

services.

In light of the reasons for continued existence of the disadvantageous tax

agreements» two major recommendations are made. First, it is recommended that

ADC's use their combined resources as a ^roup to develop a model tax convention

which is quite favorable to them as the basis for bilateral negotiations with

developed countries. Given the present negotiating posture of many developed

countries, it is clear that if ^DC's are to obtain favorable tax agreements, they

must be prepared to put i'orward the beneficial provisions, as such proposals

certainly will not originate with the developed countries. Therefore, the first

step should be for the ADC's to use their combined experience and expertise to

formulate a favorable model tax convention for use in negotiations with developed

countries. Consistent with this recommendation, a draft model tax convention is

attached as a supplement to this report. Also attached is a technical commentary

explaining the various provisions of the model convention.

The second major recommendation aimed at eliminating the widespread existence

of disadvantageous tax agreements is that there be annual or biennial conferences

of ADC tax and finance officers to consider problems of international taxation.

The most logical sponsor for such conferences would be the .economic Commission

for Africa. The first conference? it is suggested, should be devoted to an

exchange of views and experiences by ADC's and substantive discussions of the

draft model tax convention and technical commentary. 'Ihe exchange of views and

experiences should be helpful since at present it is notable how little the ADC's

know about what other ADC's are doing in this area, especially with respect to

what successes they may have enjoyed. This is particularly important because

the successes of a few aDC's and other developing countries do indicate that

favorable tax agreements can be concluded with developed countries and that

conclusion of such agreements does not materially impede the inflows of foreign

investments and services.
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>y avoidance "by foreign investors in ADC's is also generally agreed to

cause a considerable loss of tax revenues and foreign exchange reserves for

ADC's. Such evidence as there is seems to indicate that artificial transfer prices

of imports and exports, improper allocations of profits and expenses, and licens

ing agreements whereby the user of technology is obligated to purchase imported

inputs, equipment and spare parts at inflated prices are among the m-ijor devices

used to shift profits properly allocable to ADC's to other countries, especially

"tax haven" countries.

There appear to be three principal reasons for tax avoidance by foreign

investors in ADC's:

The tax departments of most ADC's are so undertrained and understaffed

that they are barely able to cope with the administration of domestic

tax laws, much less give time and serious consideration to complex

international tax matters. .. n questions of transfer pricing of exports

and imports, for example, the tax officials of ADC's often have too

little time and expertise to effectively challenge the prices adopted

by foreign enterprises. As a consequence, transfer prices are frequent

ly very much within the discretion of the foreign enterprises.

(ii) 'The absence of pertinent information also makes it difficult for ADC

■■ tax officials"to effectively combat international tax avoidance.

Oftentimes, ADC's have to determine taxable profits of a foreign

owned subsidiary or branch operation on the basis of incomplete

information covering only the local segment of the far—flung and complex

activities of a multinational enterprise.

(ill) The presence of tax differentials and the ability of multinational

■ . ■ . enterprises resident in the major capital -exporting countries to

1 benefit-from-such differentials is another reason for tax avoidance in-

ADC's.- .So long as there are "tax haven11 countries and the profits of

multinational enterprises are taxed at a lower rate there than else

where j the multinational enterprises.have a substantial tax reason for

allocating their profits, by le^al and illegal means, to the tax.haven

countries.

The first recommendation with respect to the problem of tax avoidance is that

ADC's seek-to make greater use of the exchange of information provisions in

their bilateral tax agreements with developed countries. These provisions are -

considered by many to be most helpful to the efforts of ADC's to combat tax

evasion.

On the other hand, there are substantial limitations to the utility of the

exchange of information provisions in bilateral tax agreements, i^rstj the tax

officials in the ADC's may not have sufficient expertise to assimilate the

information which might be made available. Secondly, since foreign enterprises

increasingly engage in business.activities in a tuiitipiicity of countries, ,

including tax haven countries, and countries with stringent domestic laws against

disclosure of tax information, ADC's may be unable to obtain sufficiently complete

information about the overall'activities of. the enterprises. And finally, the

exchange of information provisions may not "be helpful in obtaining information

on matters detrimental to ADC's where those matters are not similarly detrimental

to the other contracting States.
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It-appears, therefore, that only a substantial restructuring of the

international tax system will effectively curtail tax avoidance by foreign

investors. Among the major modifications which seem necessary are the following:

(i) Elimination of tax differentials among ADC's and the countries which

are the primary competitors with ADC's for foreign investment or,

alternatively, elimination of tax deferral on foreign source income

earned "by foreign subsidiaries of enterprises resident in the major

capital—exporting countries.

(ii) standardization of suurce of income rules, the basic rules relating

to the determination of pre-tax net income, and the rules for alloca

tion of profits and losses amon.v the various territories in which the

activities of a multinational enterprise are conducted.

1 (iii) establishment of an international tax panel to which ADC's and other

countries ^nd tax-payers could refer difficult or controversial

problems arising in application of the standardized rules.

The first modification w-^uld have the effect of removing the principal tax

incentive to shift profits out of ADC's into lower tax countries. The second and

third modifications should make international tax administration easier for ADC

tax departments and ^ive them a place to seek impartial advice on difficult or

controversial international tax problems.

A third major impediment ADC's face in their effort to secure a greater

proportion of the tax revenues attributable to international income is the

reluctance of foreign investors to permit ADC's to tax income arising within^

their territories. It appears that there is considerable reluctance to permit

ADC's to tax interest, royalties for licensing of intangible personal property,

rentals from tangible personal property, and income from supervisory, management

and consultancy services. If the foreign investor does not resort to covert tax

avoidance schemes, the reluctance to permit ADC taxation is usually manifested
in one or both of the followin ways: either the foreign investor.obtains an

agreement from the government of the ADC to permit remission of profits free of ■

all local taxes (normally also free of exchange control restrictions), or the
foreign investor requires the debtor in the case of interest, or the user of the

property or services in the case of royalties, rentals, and services income to

bear all taxes imposed by the ADC. It appears that whichever way the .foreign.

investor reluctance is manifested the costs to the ADC are approximately the same.

There are three principal tax reasons why foreign investors are reluctant

to permit ADC taxation:

(i) Clearly the most important reason for foreign investor reluctance is
that some provisions in the domestic tax systems, of the home countries

of foreign investors make it impossible for them to pay even^moderate

ADC taxes without increasing their aggregate tax burden. Thia is true
oven in developed countries with ostensibly favorable treatment of

r. ,reign source income and liberal forei&n tax credit provisions. In

fact, in most cas^s, the very provisions whicn are favorable to foreign

source income are the ones responsible for the reluctance of foreign

investors to permit taxation by ADC's. This is such a major factor

influencing foreign investors and restricting the ability of ADC's to

tax that it is treated as a separate impediment to greater aDC taxa

tion and discussed in detail later.
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(ii) A second factor influencing foreign investors is the threat of
excessive taxation created primarily by the widespread use of with

holding, taxes. Foreign investors recognize that in specific cases,

where expenses as a pioportion of the gross payment are unusually high,

withholding taxes may take an extraordinarily large, if not all of the

net income element of the gross payment. In order to protect them

selves against this occurrence, foreign investors have required either

an exemption from ADC tax or that the debtor or user of the property

or services "bear any ADC taxeo imposed.

(iii) The third major factor influencmo foreign investors is the increasing
ly hostile cli.nate in tneir home countries toward foreign investment

and outflows of technology, i^ven though the foreign tax credit

provisions in the foreign investors' home countries permit them to

absorb an ADC tax without an increase in their aggregate tax burden,

there is a growing feeling among foreign investors that, if they rely

too heavily upon these foreign tax credit provisions, domestic

political opinion will require a disadvantageous alteration in such

provisions. This hostile climate lias resulted in serious proposals

to make fundamental changes in the international tax system,

including proposals to limit the eiiectiveness of the foreign tax
credit provisions or the proposal to currently tax all the profits

of resident multinational enterprises wherever the profits are earned

and whether they are earned by a foreign branch or subsidiary of the.
multinational.

In order to overcome the reluctance of foreign investors to pernit ADC
taxation because of the widespread use of withholding taxes, it is recommended
that ..DCs consider offering foreign investors the option to be taxed only on an
appropriate portion of their net income, but at the normal corporate rate. It

is recognized that continued use of withholding taxes is absolutely essential to
ADC's, primarily because they are easy t. administer and they ensure that the
ADC's get some share of the tax revenues before the funds leave the country.

delusive reliance on withholding taxes, however, has often meant that no
taxes are collected or such taxes as are collected are borne by the debtor or user
of the property or services resident in the ADC. This is particularly true with
respect to withholding taxes on interest arid royalties. Kost ADC's have with

holding taxes on both types of income, -ind yet foreign institutional lenders are
invariably exempted from the withholding tax on interest or else require the ADC

debtor to bear the tax and it is commonplace for foreign enterprises to increase
the royalties paid under licensing agreements by the amount of any witholding

taxes- Therefore, it would seem that some increase in the administrative burdens
of ADC tax departments justified if the effect is to obtain tax revenues and
foreign exchange reserves where before there were none-

Furthermore, it is believed that the options to be taxed on a net basis can
be structured in such a way as to be relatively simple to administer. First, it
is suggested that the options only be available with respect to remittances of
important types of income, such as interest and royalties. This will prevent the
administrative burden which would result, jf the options were made available to
all types of income subject to gross withholding taxes. oecondly, if a foreign
enterprise exercises the option to be taxed .n a net basis, it is suggested that

the net income attributable to the ADC be determined b,y an apportionment of the
total net income of the enterprise under a simple formula. The essential



components of this app*' r^ onmont formula (such as total gross income and total

net income of the enterprise) could "be derived from a certificate issued "by the

tax department of the foreign enterprises' home country. ihe actual apportionment

formula mi^ht be agreed to in a "bilateral tax treaty s : that when the formula

is applied "by an -■DC the home coiuitiv of the foreign enterpri&e will "be obligated

not to mau.e a contrary deterrain- tion.

With respect to the reluctance of foreign investors due to the increasingly

hostile attitude -n the developed countries towards foreign investment and

outx.'.owG of technology, it is believed that, if the 'DCs coula develop a widely

supported position for restructuring the international tax system which incorpo

rates the proposals currently being considered "by developed countries, but

modified in such a way as to be of benefit also to ADC's, there is a good

possibility of effecting a favorable reordering of the international tax system.

It is thought that by harnessinfc the discontent in developed countries toward the

present international tax system, ADC's may be able to participate in a

restructuring of the system which is directly beneficial to them and which also

responds to the discontent in developed countries and reduces foreign investor

reluctance to ADC taxation. Ihis ia discussed further with respect to long term

roc orrunendat ions.

It appears that the fourth major impediment 'DCs face is the existence of

previsions within the domestic tax systems of developed countries whicn make it

impossible for foreign investors to absorb even moderate ADC taxes without an

increase in their aggregate tax burden. Ihe effect of these provisions is to

make ADC's unable to collect reasonable taxes which often are expressly sanctioned

"by the relevant double taxation conventions with developed countries.

Perhaps the most pervasive problem involving domestic tax systems of developed

countries ia the absent, -_.:° harmonization with the tax systems of AdC'^. "Ehis

problem, is especially acute with respect to the allocation of profits and losses

among ths vorijus territories in which the activities of a multinational enterprise

are conducted. J.vsn where only two jurisdictions are involved, the 1'Ck of

harmonization creates problems - especially in the calculation of pre-tax net

income and determining sources of income-

Also, the availability of an overall foreign tax credit limitation in the

tax laws of come ^veloped countries, no i.ably the United Ltates, may be a prime

reason foreign, inventors require that profits be remitted free of ADC td.xes.

Undor the United States overall foreign tax credit limitation the maximum foreign

tax creditable -is the amount of United States' tax w/.ich would be payable on all

foreign source income in the absence of the credit. Bsco-uso the overall

limitation permits United states tax-payers to average high taxes paid in some

countries with low taxes paid elsewhere and "because many of these persons have

substantial income from high tax developed countries, considerable pressure is

put on the ADC's -md other developing countries to impose low or no taxes so that

thene parsons can avoid having excess foreign t x credits. ADC's are thus in the

anomalous position of having to forego their taxes because ;f high taxes imposed

1-:/ developed countries on income unrelated to the ADC's.

The fact that some developed countries, such as the United Kingdom and the

Federal Republic of Germany, limit the availability of the foreign tax credit

pro-risions only to residents is another reason foreign investors require that

profits bo remitted free of all .DC taxes.
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As a result of such provisions, where a foreign enterprise maintains a

permanent establishment in'the United .kingdom of the Federal Hepublic of Germany

and the. permanent establishment.earns income outside that country, the income is

fully taxable in 'the country in which the permanent establishment is situated,

"but there is no credit for taxes paid at source. In order to avoid tnis potential

double taxation on income arising in ADC's, the foreign investors consistently

prevail upon' the ADC's tj forego their tax.

It appears that the problems created by the foreign tc.x credit provisions

whicii- are available only to residents can be overcome by an appropriate

". provision in bilateral tai. agreements. Article 22, relating to the elimination

of double taxation, in the draft model tax convention prepared as a supplement

to this report, is intended to serve this purpose. 'Hie absence of harmonization

between the tax.laws' of.developed countries and ADCTs can also be resolved to.

some extent by bilateral tax agreements. Such agreements frequently ,g ntain

■ rules establishing the source of dividends, interest, rents, royalties and ■■

services income- Host agreements also set forth a mutual agreement procedure

(as in article 24 of the draft model tax convention) designed to avoid different
allocations- of profits? expenses and losses between a resident of one country.and

.a permanent establishment situated in the other country, or between related

parties resident in different countries.

On the other hand; "bilateral tax agreements are not adequate to cope with all

the prbtxlems created fey disadvantageous provisions in the domestic tax laws o£

developed countries- For example^ "because of the multiple jurisdictions involved

in the allocation of profits and losses of a multinational enterprise, the

traditional tax agreements, to which only two countries are parties at a'time,

are not adequate to cope with this problem. It also does not appear that, "bilateral

tax agreements can bo used to resolve the problem of the overall foreign.tax ■

credit, 'at least insofar as the United States is concerned. Due to constitutional

limitations on the treaty making powers in the United States, it is generally

agreed that a tax treaty may not deprive a tax-payer of benefits provided in the.

domestic tax laws, although as a practical matter it may enlarge those "benefits.

As a consequence, if a United States tax-payer is faced with a high tax rate in

an industrialized country, he will still be able tv use the overall foreign tax

credit limitation to avoid excess foreign tax credits in spite of anything ■'

contained in a bilateral tax agreement, and he will thus still have a reason to

negotiate with the .'.DC for a reduced rate -if tax.

In the case of adverse provisions in domestic tax systems of developed countries

which cannot be mitigated by bilateral tax conventions, it appears that suitable

resolutions can only be brought about as a part of a thorough restructuring of

the international tax system- opecific proposal* f;r modifying the international

tax system in a way which mitigates >..-r eliminates the adverse effects of the

domestic tax laws of developed countries are as follows?

(i) standardization of source of income rules, the basic rules relating to
determination of pre-tax net income, and the rules.for allocation

of profits and losses among the various territories in which the

activities of a multinational enterprise are conducted. It seems that

the simplest and most appropriate way of achieving such standardization

among ADC's and the major capital-exporting countries would be through

widespread adoption of a uniform formula for apportionment of total

profits of any enterprise earning s-me portion of its profits in a

country other th.-m the one in which it is resident.
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(ii) Establishment of an international tax panel to which ADC's and other
countries and tax-payers could refer difficult or controversial problems

arising in application of the uniform apportionment rules*

(iii) Adoption in the major capital-exportt-og countries of unilateral foreign
tax credit provisions which obligate such countries to give credit for

taxes paid at source, but which limitsthe-credit to the amount of tax

which would be payable on the income from, a particular country in the

absence of the credit - the :;pre-count2y'foreign tax credit limitation-,

These proposals and the prospects for bringing-fchem.,about are discussed further
with respect to long-term recommendations.

Another problem ADC's face in their attempt""to secure a greater'proportion
of the tax revenues attributable to international income are the widespread use of
tax incentives among ADC's. Although these tax incentives are voluntarily offered
by the .IDC's, there is no doubt that their continuance, represents a considerable
lose in tax revenues and foreign exchange reserves.

It is increasingly recognized that tax^incentives are inefficient and often
ineffective ways of encouraging particular activities. Nevertheless, ADC's- and
other developing countries and even developed countries continue widespread use
of tax incentives. As far as ADC's are concerned, it appears that tax incentives
are offered not in the belief that they will be prime inducements in bringing
foreign investments into the ADC's, but rather because comparable fiscal incentives
are widely available in other countries in which foreign investors might locate and
it is thought that failure to offer such incentives will make certain the foreign
investors select one of the other countries,,

Thus/ one of the most urgent problems facing ADC's and other developing countries
is the need to end the wasteful competition for foreign investment through the wide
spread use of fiscal incentives. Since the evidence indicates the general ineffective
ness of these incentives, a broadly supported agreement among ADC's and, in the longer
term other developing countries on a minimum level of corporate taxation, limits on
capital allowances, the maximum periods for tax preferences, and the level and scope
of other investment incentives could be implemented without appreciably affecting

an^uafo^r^ ^T' ^ l0giCal foruo f°r disouss^ ^is problem is again the
t^iowpmo conference of ADC tax and finance officers on international income
tax problem? as mentioned earlier and discusned in greater det-il in Dart III
subsection 2C, infra. ~ n

The foregoing summary has identified a number of long-term proposals which
would have the effect of making ADC's at.least equal participants with developed
ZS!Vn+K international tax system. It appears that the system which best
incorporate these proposals is one based upon a multilateral tax convention establish
ing a uniform formula for apportionment of the total profits of any enterprise
earning some portion of its profits in a country other than the one in which it
is resident. At a minimum the parties to the multilateral'convention should be
the major capital-exporting countries and the ADC's. In recognition of the

IZl^tZ T^f° devel°Pment of MC's, the allocation formula should
provide for preferential allocations of income to them, especially with respect
to import and export sales, royalties, rentals, and income from personal services
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The multilateral tax convention should also establish an international tax

panel to which difficult or controversial problems arising in the application

of the uniform apportionment formula"could be referred. The panel could consist

of fiscal and commercial experts and could hear'appeals from either an ADC or

other country or the tax paying enterprise under voluntary, but binding

arbitration.

In addition to the multilateral tax convention, the major capital-exporting

countries should aaopt a system of currently taxing multinational enterprises on

their foreign source income, whether earned by foreign subsidiaries or branch

operations. These developed countries should also give credit for foreign taxes

paid at source? with the credit limited to the amount of tax which would be

payable on income from a particular country in the absence of the credit - the

"per-country limitation,"

. The major tax advantages of such a system for A DC ! s are as follows:

(i) The establisument of a uniform apportionment formula would substantially

harmonise the tax systems of the countries agreeino to use such formula,

.reduce the reluctance of foreign, investors tj permit .IDG's to tax

due to the risk of inconsistent determinations oi" profits and losses,

and maKe international tax administration much simpler for ADC's-

(ii) bince enterprises with foreign income would "be currently taxed in their

home country on such income, with a credit for taxes paid at source,

there would be no material tax reason for them to try to avoid ADC

taxes so long as such taxes were at rates lower than the rate in the

home country (which at present they generally are). As a oor.bs^uence,
this rystem could brin^ about a substantial reduction in t.i.r a/oidance

by foreign investors in ADC's.

(iii) Current taxation of all earrdn^s of enterprises with foreign income

would also mean that any tax concessions or preferences offorod by

ADC's would not inure t the benefit of foreign investors, but would

only result in shifting tax revenues from the source oounwy to the

home country of the foreign investors. A C's would thus have ao reason

to continue costly and inefficient incentive programs and could terminate

such pro jams without fear of adversely affecting investment floua.

(iv) The presence of the international tax panel c.iuld also facilitate tax

administration in ADC's by assisting in resolution of controversial

or difficult problems involving application of the apportionment formula.

The existence of the international tax panel, to which appeals could be

made either by ADC's and other countries or tax paying enterprises,

should also ond complaints about capricious or arbitrary decision in

ADC tax administration.

Furthermore? the benefits of such modifications should certainly go beyond

simply tax raatter3= It seems reasonable to anticipate that the composite effect

of these modifications will be an expansion of trade between DC' a and. the major

capital-exporting countries and increased flows of foreign investment and techno

logy to the Al-^'s. buch benefits are often cited as the principal motives for

tax harmonization-



s are a"ble to act in concert on these proposals, it appears that

the chance of "bringing about the necessary changes are reasonably good. Although

the concurrence of the major capital-exporting countries is necessary to make

these changes, enlisting their support may "be easier than would generally be

e-ipeotcdj primarily because within irmiy of these countries there is considerable

dissatisfaction with the present international tax system and proposals are being

considered by them for a radical restructuring of the system very much along the

lines su^ested here. -DCs thus have a unique opportunity to enlist the support

of developed countiies in bringing about these changes in trie international tax

system needed l>^ the ADC's.

un the other hand, while the benefits to be derived from developing a new

international tax system in concert with developed countries would b.? extraordi

nary, if ADC's fail to take advantage of the discontent in developed countries,

they will probably proceed to restructure the system of international taxation

independently of the ADC's. The result woula then "be a new system incorporating

tho v.iatfs of the developed countries, but with little consideration of the views

of ALC'g. In other words, if the UJC's do not participate now in restructuring

the sy.3tem of international taxation, they may find that the changes will be made

in auy event, but that the new system just like the old, preempts ADC's from a

fair proportion of the tax revenues attributable to international income,
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PAST III: PRINCIPAL IdP^D^;L^Tb T~ G^ATAR TiUATIoIT

^F IJSTLEkiTI^ML I^CvKb BY ADC's

1. Greater Legitimacy of Taxation at Residence

threshold problem to greater taxation of international income "oy ADC's

is the argument that the country in which the.taxpayer is resident has a greater

or more legitimate right to tax international income than tht country in which

the income arises. The "basic argument is that by exporting capital, technology

and services to ADC's, the developed countries may suffer a diminution in their

productive capacity and, to compensate them lor tiais loss, the,y should have all

or a substantial portion of the tax revenues attributable to the income generated

by the exported capital, technology and services.-^

Undoubtedly some exports <pf capital, technology or services do reduce the

productive capacity of developed countries; but this reducti-on.by.no means occurs ■

in every instance, especially where the importing country is less developed.

Generally, businessmen favor the domestic market and they, often resort tp foreign ■

investments of capital and technology only due to the absence of- productive -w

opportunities or the obsolescence of their technology in the domestic economy"—'

It is common practice, for example, to license patents and/processes in developing

countries after they have been fully exploited elsewhere--^ In such instances,
the foreign investments may represent surplus capital and technology and as such

they do not impair the productive capacity of developed countries. The same is

true of services - that skilled people frequently are driven to developing

countries by the absence of employment opportunities in their home country.

Additionally, even assumin exports of capital, technology and services to

developing countries do reduce the productive capacity of developed countries,

this fact still does not support the primary ri5ht of the residence country to

tax all types of international income. Certain types of activities, such as

sales of finished products in developing countries,'in no way impair the produc

tive capacity of developed countries. In fact, in the case of sales oi finished

goods in developing countries, the productive capacity of developelT'couritries'

benefit through an expansion of tneir employed cap.city plus an increase in their

foreign exchange earnings so that an argument could be 1n2.de that all income

attributable to sales (in whatever form - interest, dividends 1 or "business profits)
should be taxed principally or exclusively >:.t source.-^

Finally, cind perhaps most importantly, the developed countries themselves

recognize the equal legitimacy and sometimes even the primacy of taxation at

source. The unilateral foreign tax credit provisions in many developed countries

are implicit recognition of the prior right of source countries to tax income.^
For example, with respect to the C'nited otates f^rei^n tax credit, it has been said

"This foreign tax credit system recognizes tne principle that the country

in which business activity is conducted h...s the first right to tax the

.. income from that activity even though that activity is carried on by a

corporation or individual from another country. The home country of the

individual or corporation has a residual right to tax that income, but only

so lon^ as double taxation does not result."—'

Moreover, while taxation of residents is a jurisdictional principle widespread

among developed countries, taxation on the basis of s ,urce or "territorial!ty"
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is universally employed by such countries, "jjvery (developed) eountry claims
the right to tax net income that arises within its "borders ..."—'

Consequently, the practices of■developed- countries themselves refute the

argument that taxation on the "basis of residence is more appropriate or

legitimate than source taxation. At "best, residence taxation ranks only as

equally legitimate to source taxation, although the latter is more widely

employed as a principle of tax jurisdiction.

Furthermore? if non-legal considerations are taken int:; account, certainly

no one cai. deny the grgent need of ,: DC' s and ocer developing countries for

additional revenues.-^ liany ADC' s are presently hard pressed to meet the high
costs of food, fertilizer, energy, capital goods and services. The ADC's must

have increased tax revenues and foreign exchange reserves in some cases to

provide food and other necessities for people on the "brink of starvation, in

oasesto avoid massive economic regression, and in the best of cases to sustain

their development effort at a moderate level. xhe claims of the developed

countries to the revenues are based on tne negligible increase in the government

deficit loss of suoh revenues would occasion. Thus, tne interests of the developed

countries are simply not comparable to the needs of the ADC's and other developing

countries.

Consequently, as a startin,, point in their effort to secure a greater

proportion of the tax revenues attributable to international income, ADC's should

recognize that taxation on the b-^sis of source is at least as legitimate and

widely employed as taxation at residence and that in fact when all circumstances

are considered source taxation is probably appreciably more appropriate than

residence taxation.

2. Disadvantageous Mature of the Existing System

of Double Taxation Agreements

A. Scope of the f|?_oblem

It appears that the douole taxation agreements to which ADC's are presently

parties generally operate to the considerable disadvantage of the .■DCs and

substantially restrict their ability to secure a greater proportion of the tax

revenues attributable to international income. The disadvantageous nature of

these tax agreements stems largely from the fact that the agreements were either

originally intended for use between developed countries or else, at the time they

were negotiated, their form was determined in large part by the tax agreements

then extant between developed countries. r\s a consequence) most of the tax agree

ments presently in force in ADC's confer the exclusive or more substantial right

to tax on the country of the taxpayer's residence as opposed to the country in

which the income arose.

Where countries have reached approximately the same degree of economic

development, the international income flows between them are somewhat reciprocal.

As a result, if a tax agreement between them confers the exclusive or more

substantial right to tax international income to the country in which the tax

payer resides, neither country receives a grossly dispropurtinate snare of

the aggregate tax revenues because each country,wi/11 be the plcice in which a

taxpayer resides a fair proportion of tiie time.—' ■ un the other hand, where

countries are at greatly different levels of economic development, the income

flows in essentially one direction - out oi ike developing country, as source
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country, and into the developed country as the place of the taxpayer's residence*—

Consequently? if a tax agreement between two such countries favors the country

of residence, the agreement in effect is allocating a greater proportion of the

tax revenues to the developed countries.

Since the great majority of the tax agreements presently in force in ADC's

do in fact favor the residence country? the effect of such agreements is to

restrict the rioht of the.ADC's to tax international income. The primary ways

in which the tax agreements restrict the ri^ht of ADC's to tax international
income are as follows. First, the definition of permanent establishment contained

in most of the tax conventions is somewhat limited.— Thusr income attributable

to expensive construction or assembly projects in ADC's may go untaxed in such

countries, because modern techniques make it possible to complete the projects
in a relatively short period of time and tho definition of permanent establish

ment in most conventions permits taxation of such income in the AD^ /only if the

projects continues for 6 months or some-times even a year or more.— Similarly,
income from supervisoryj management and consultancy services is becoming a

greater and greater proportion of the aggregate outflows uf income from ADC's,
and yet most conventions do not include the providing of such services as part

of the definition of permanent establishment.—' Consequently, the income from

such services often escapes taxation under the tax agreements in force in ADC's,

Secondly, the definition of permanent establishment is disadvantageous in

that it does not 6ive ADC's sufficient flexibility to deal with changing business

methods. Invariably, the focus of the definition of permanent establishment is

on the presence or absence of a fixed place from which business operations are

conducted. Improved communications, transportation systems, and business techniques

thus enable foreign enterprises to structure their business operations ^gy.'.DC • s

so as to fall outside this rigid definition of permanent establishment.—

In the third plsce, most tax agreements of ADC's substantially curtail the

right of. the source country to tax income other than normal business .profits,

such as income from shipping operations, dividends, interest, rents, royalties,

and income from independent and dependent services. It is common-place, for

example, for tax agreements to preclude source taxation of income from shipping

operations, thus reflecting the strongly held view of many developed countries

that such income should be taxed exclusively at the residence of the shipping

enterprise «-^' 3oi:.e tax agreements to/which ADC's are parties also exempt interest
and royalties from source taxation,

■Finally, it : 1 noming to be rec ^nized that one of the prime drawbacks of

the 'existing tax agreements is the inadequacy of their provisions relating to

the elimination of double taxation. The optimum provision in a tax agreement,

it is believed, would require the contracting state which is not the state where

income arises to give a foreign tax credit for tax paid at source up to an amount

of the tax that would otherwise have been due to that state. To.- often the

provisions for elimination of double taxation do not require a foreign tax credit

for source taxes paid; either because the foreign tax credit provisions are

available only to a particular class of persons (such as residents) or the credit
may be diluted by taxes paid on other income in other jurisdictions.

B. Principal Reasons for the Disadvantageous system of Tax Agreements

Until recently, it was clear that the principal reason for the disadvanta

geous tax agreements to which ADC's were parties was unawareness of the adverse
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nature of such agreements, The majority of tax agreements presently in force in

ADC's were assumed by them on independence as part of the general assumption of

rights and obligations- Many of the other tax agreements negotiated by ADC's

have often been the result of unquestioned acceptance of the developed country's

position after little or no substantive negotiations.

In recent times, however, ADC tax administrators have become increasingly

aware of the disadvantages of the existing tax agreements. The excellent work

of the UN group o± experts on tax treaties "between developed and developing

Countries in publicizing /these disadvantages is largely responsible for the

greater consciousness—

Nevertheless, many SiHG'e continue to be hold back in their efforts to

secure more favorable tax agreements, primarily for the following reasons:

(i) The tax departments of many ADC's do not have sufficient personnel or

resources to undertake a substantial review of international tax

. agreements or to participate in the time consuming negotiation of such

agreements, In general? the tax departments of ADC's are considerably

undertraincd and understaffed and are barely able to cope with the

administration of domestic tax laws, much less give time and serious

consideration to complex international tax matters. As a consequence,

most ADC's do not have the time or expertise nece&sary to develop a

favorable position on the question of international taxation.

(ii) In soae ADC::j there is the belief that nothing is to be gaired by

seeking rore favorable tax agreements because the ADC's are in weak

and vulnorablo bargaining positions. Developed countries, it is

thought; irilj therefore refuse to -r.ake meaningful concessions in the

negotiation of nov tax agreements. For the most part, the ADC's whioh

hold tliic view are unaware of the successes a few other ADC's and

other do7eloping countries nave had in concluding favorable tax

agreements* But in some cases this pessimism is the result of
experience? ac occasionally ADC's have attempted to negotiate more

favorable ta:: agreements, but have found developed countries unwilling

to yield on important points. Notwithstanding the tremendous

differences In resources and training between tax administrations in

developed and developing countries, ix is a sad fact that negotiation

of a tax agreement with the major capital exporting countries is

essentially an adversary proceeding, Lven developed countries which

arc -ci:--."^.'-'t^d in the UN group of tax experts do not adhor to the

guidelines of that yroup in their tax treaty negotiations with ADC's

.and oci'^r developing countries, but instead revert to a. negotiating

position substantially similar to that exemplified by the 1$63 JECD

model ta:: convention; which heavily favors the residence country.

(iii) Some. ADC'c also see tax a_reements as primarily devices for the

attraction of foreign investment and services and.they believe that

tax agrusmonts too.favorable to them (that is, agreements which depart

from the international norm as established by developed countries and

permit substantial taxation in source countries) will impede the inflow
of foreign investments and services, Again, the ADC;s which hold this

view'are generally unaware that other ADC's have concluded favorable

tax agreements without materially impeding the inflows of foreign

investments and services-
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C. Hecommendations for eliminating or ^iti^atin& the JJisaavanta^8s__of__tjie_Tax

Agreements Presently in i?orce

The first step an \DC should ta£e t >ward eliminating or mitigating the

disadvantages of its tax agreements is to have appropriate persons thoroughly

familiarize themselves with, the five reports ->f the UN group of experts on

tax treaties between developed ana developing countries and the "book guidelines

for Tax Treaties between Developed and Developing Countries also puolished "by the

UN group of tax experts, These materials are most iielpfu- in identifying the

disadvantages "in present tax agreements for explaining proposals designed to

overcome the disadvantages, and setting out the Ejections or concessions of

developed countries on various points. A good understanding of these materials

will 6o a long way toward preparing ADC tax administrators for the negotiations

necessary to conclude favorable tax agreements.

But it is "believed that something further is necessary if ADC's are to

conclude favorable tax agreements, r.s mentioned in subsection B, _supras the

negotiation of a tax agreement with a capital exporting country is often an

adversary proceeding aen developed countries which are represented in the UlJ

group of tax experts do not adner to the guidelines of that group in theii tax

treaty negotiations with ADC's and other developing countries, "but normally

revert to a negotiating position similar to the -J&G'j) model convention, which

strongly favors the residence country. Therefores it the AdC's are to obtain

a favorable agreement, tne,y must be prepp.red t-- put forward the favorable

proposals, as it seems clear such proposals will not originate with the developed

countries.

Consequently, it is recommended that the ADC's use a model convention which

is quite favorable to them as the "basis for negotiations with developed countries™

Given the present negotiating posture of many developed countries, this seems

the only method of concluding tax agreements beneficial to the ADC's- Consistent

with this recommendation, a draft model tax convention ior use by ADC's in negot

iations with developed countries is attached as a supplement to this report.

Also attached is a technical commentary explaining the various provisions of the

model c.nvention.

It is intended that this model convention serve as the initial negotiating

position of AuC ' s in Trilateral negotiations with developer countries. 'There

are, however, certain provisions in the model convention which would be of

substantial benefit to ADC's, but may "be somewhat controversial, cucb ar> the

"broad; flexible definition of a permanent establishment in paragraph 1 of

article 5) the 2j percent gross withholding J^_rsUj3_proposed ^or royalties in_

paragraph 2 of article 12, the absence aj1 any^ limitation on source taxation of

portfolio dividends~~ancT~interest paid to non-institutional lenders in the second

paragraph of articles 1u and 11, respectively, and the "breadth of the foreign tax

credit provision mandated "by article 22. It may be reasonably anticipated that

acquiescence to these and similar provisions by developed countries will be

forthcoming onl;y if there is widespread acceptance and use of these provisions

among the ADC's themselves. Consequently; it is recommended that the model

convention and technical commentary be the subject of a conference of tax and

finance officials of ,'lDC's for the purpose of discussing these proposals and if

possible securing broad support for them or such substitutes as are felt desirable.

The most logical sponsor of the conference is the Economic Commission for Africa*
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This conference could be the first of annual or biennial c nferences to

discuss general problems of international taxation with a vl~~ew "to" progressive

elaboration of a uniform law on taxation of specific items'of" international

income. It would also be helpful for these conferences to be supplemented by a

regular system for exchange of information on matters relating to International

taxation^ This system cuuld simply involve a central location to which new tax

conventions and related matters, such as protocols to tax conventions or private

agreements affectin^ taxation between .'DCs and foreign investors, could be sent.

Access to these materials could be on a isciprocal basis, ^pen to all"ADC's that

agree to supply prompt information on international tax matters.

The exchange of information system and conferences could eliminate another

of the major constraints to successfu] conclusion of favorable tax agreements -

the fact that ADC's are unaware of what other .IDC's are doin^ in this area. ^ome

ADC's? for example; have not proceeded vigorously wi >-h neQotiation of new tax

agreements because of the belief that such negotiations would be fruitless or

that tars agreements favorable to thme (permitting greater taxation at source)

would impede the inflow of foreign investment and services. Had there been

conferences on international taxation ~-nd an exchange of information system,

these AD'~:1s would have Known that a .few other ADC's have proceeded with tax

treaty negotiations? have concluded s_me treaties which are quite favorable to

them? and have not felt an appreciable loss of foreign investment anu services

as a consequence. As an illustration? Kenya? largely on the basis of the work

of the UN or.vap of tax experts; nas been en^a^ed in ne^.-tiating tax agreements

with a large number of developed countries and has already concluded favorable

agreements with the ocandinavian countries*—Several ot^er agreements are in

the final stages of negotiation. Kenyan officials, furthermore} do not believe

these negotiations and tax agreements have had an adverse effect on foreign

investment and services.

The improved awareness of ADCrs as a result of the exchange of information

system and the international taxation conferences will naturally lead to ADC's

using their existing "bargaining position to "batter advantage by giving them a

greater understand!n_, of these relative strengths and weaknesses. It could bo

expected, for example; that IDC's would soon recognize that their ultimate

position, refusal to enter into a double taxation agreement; may be of considerable

value in negotiations with the major capital exporting countries. The reason

for this is that n.-i.ny of these countries, such as the United States, the United

Kingdomj Japan and the Federal Eepublio of Germany; h~ve unilateral foreign tax

credit provisions in their domestic laws whio:i are very effective at reducing or

eliminating the burden of double taxation,—' ¥ith respect to income flowing

into such countries* ADC's are often able to impose taxes at source equal to or

less than the effective rate of tax in such countries without increasing the

aggregate tax burden on such income. In these instances, tax agreements are not

needed to apportion tax revenues in favor of ADC'ss since the unilateral foreign

tax credit provisions already effect an apportionment of tax revenues relatively

favorable to the ADC's. Therefore, in these c,ses3the only significant effect

of an ADC refusing to accept a tax agreement may be a contraction of revenues in

the developed country with a concomitant expansion of revenues in the ADC.

The Kenyan experience may serve as a practical illustration in this regard.

Several years ago Kenyan officials embarked upon a program to renegotiate the

unfavorable tax treaties wiiicb had been assumed at independence. The officials

found, however, that the developed countries were reluctant to proceed with the

negotiation of new agreements more favorable, t j ^enya- Apparently, the developed
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countries felt there was no compelling reason to negotiate agreements less

favorable to them while the more favorable agreements were in force. Kenya

resolved tiis problem by cancelling all the tax agreements assumed on independence.

Thereafter, the negotiations proceeded smoothly ana more expeditiously, so that

now Kenya has concluded agreements with the Scandinavian countries and is in the

process of finalizing agreements with several other developed countries.

one final point with respect to tax agreements relates to the optimum time

to begin negotiation of such agreements. ^ome ADC's presently have few foreign

investors and oftentimes such foreign investors as tney do have come from one
country or at most only a few countries.— The question has been asKed as to

whether it is appropriate for them to undertake negotiation of tax agreements
at the -present time.

It is strongly recommended that such countries start a program of negotiating

tax agreements as soon as time and resources permit, irrespective of the absence
or nationality of foreign investors. Tax agreements are seen by many as a means

of encouraging foreign investments and services. They establish some iixed and
certain system of taxation agreed to \\-jt only by the ADC but also the home

country of the foreign investor. Foreign investors thus view the tax structure
established in a tax agreement as relatively stable and not mercurial. The
presence of a tax agreement may also be taken as an indication that"'the ADC

desires to- create a favorable investment climate. Thus, just the negotiation

of tax agreements may be viewed as one means of encouraging foreign investment
and services. ._ _ .,.;..

Furthermore, negotiation of tax agreements is a time consuming process of
long duration* If negotiations' are not started until there are" indications of
foreign investor interest, the ADC may feel pressure to accept less than favorable
provisions in a tax agreement in an effort to conclude the agreement in a
relatively short period of time. ' " '

Finally, the absence of foreign investors and corresponding ouflows of
income to them in itself may be a reason.to begin negotiations at the earliest
time possible. At this time, the ADC's with little foreign investment can
convincingly argue that tax agreements with greater taxation at source will
not significantly contract the revenues''of developed countries. In the future,
as new foreign investments in such ACD's increase and the net outflow of income
also increases, tie immediate cosf to developed countries of tax agreements with
a preference for source taxation will be increased accordingly. Therefore, such
ADC a may find that now is the optimum "time to negotiate tax agreements with
developed countries, before the developed countries1 costs increase.

3. Tax Avoidance by Foreign Investors

A. Scope of the Problem

Tax avoidance by foreign investors in A.X's is generally agreed to cause
a consiaerable loss of tax revenues and foreign exchange reserves for 4DC's.
buch evidence as there is seems to indicate that artificial transfer prices of
imports and exports, improper allocations of profits and expenses, and licensing
agreements whereby the user of technology is obligated to purchase imported
inputs, equipment and spare parts at inflated prices are among the major devices
used to saift profits properly allocable to ADC's to other countries, especially
tax haven" countries.-—/ yn the question of transfer pricing of imports and
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exports, for example, the tax officials of ADC's often have too little time and

expertise to effectively challenge the prices adopted ,"by foreign enterprises.

Is a consequence,transfer prices are frequently very rnucn withia the discretion

of the foreign enterprises*23/

Similarly, it appears that with respect to licensing of technology to

related parties in developing countries there may "be artificial shifting of

profits as a result of "tied purchase" agreement whereby the user of technology

is obligated to purchase equipment, spare parts and the inputs necessary for

exploitation of the technology from the supplier at inflated prices.— The

extent of lost tax revenues as a result of this practice is undetermined, "but

given the fact that in 1969 imports of cruae materials, including chemicals, and

machinery and equipment by developing countries amounted to USS 2$. 6 "billion,

if only a small fraction of this total represents imports at inflated prices,

the lost revenues would still be substantial.—^

Improper allocations of profits and losses among the various territories in

which the activities of a multinational enterprise are conducted are of great

concern to ADC's.—' Head office expenses/charged to subsidiary or branch

operations in ADC's are often inflated.—^ Sometimes heavy expenses on development
of new activitieagunconnected with the business of the subsidiary or branch are

ocated to it-—' interest on debts payable to the head office may be so2&a?ea

2

g

allocated to it-—' interest on debts payable 2

as to absorb all or almost all of the profits of ths subsidiary or branch.—2' .

B. Reasons for Tax Avoidance

It appears that there are. three-major reasons for ^.voidance of /-DC taxes

by foreign investors- First, and probably most important is -the fact that the

tax departments of most ADC's are undertrained and understaffed, so that they are

unable to devote appropriate time ..and .expertise to this problem. Undoubtably,

some tax avoidance is due to the absence of rigorous audit and: collection

procedures.

A second major reason for the extesi;/of tax avoidance by foreign investors'

in ADC's is the absence of information.^^ At present there is often little
exchange of information between ADC's and the home countries of foreign enterprises

and other territories in which business activities of such enter-prises are con

ducted. As a consequence, ADC's frequently have to determine the taxable profits

of a foreign owned subsidiary or "branch operation on the basis of incomplete

information covering only the loyal segment of the farflung and complex activities

of a multinational enterprise.—' Furthermore, even where there is a regular

exchange of information between an ADC and the home country of a foreign

enterprise, information sought by the ADC on matters thought to be detrimental

to it may not be available in the home country where such matters are not

simil rly detrimental to it.«-^-"?fe*s4--wfeere~*ite---bomB-country taxes on the basis
of territorialitjj transfer pricing between the foreign subsidiaries and branch

operations will be of little concern to it. Similarly, where the aggregate profits

of a worldwide enterprise are currently taxed in the home country, the source of

particular items of income and the transfer prices used to achieve particular

allocations of income and deductions will not normally be of great concern to the

tax authorities in that country, except as such information may be important in

the computation of 'foreign tax credit limitations.—' In both of these examples,

it is to be expected that the information available in the home country will

reflect this lack of concern. Thus, even where ADC tax administrators hove the
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time and expertise to inquire into the affairs of foreign enterprises, they often

find they are unable to obtain helpful information about overseas activities.

The third ma0or reason for tax avoidance in ADC's by foreifen enterprises

is the presence of tax differentials. The existence of tax haven countries is

well known. Foreien enterprises, most of which are based in the major capital-

exporting countries of/the United btates, United Kingdom, Federal .Republic of

Germany, and .France,—" are able to enjoy the advantages of the tax haven

countries either-.because their home country taxes on the territorially principle-

(as France does)—■" or because the home country generally defers taxation of

foreign income earned b^ foreign subsidiary companies until the income is

distributed to the parent company (as the other major capital-exporting countries

doos)"^"^ -A-s a consequence, foreign enterprises have a positive tax incentive to
employ whatever devices possible to shift profits out of countries with even

moderate tax rates, such as ADC's, into tax haven countries.—'

C. Recommendations with Respect to Tax Avoidance

Since one of the major reasons for tax avoidance by foreign investors is

said to be the ADC's absence of information, it is recommended that the ADC's

make greater use of the methods presently available for obtaining pertinent

information. In this respect, ADC's may find the exchange of information

provisions in their bilateral tax agreements of some help in obtaining

information on foreign enterprises resident in the other contracting States.

These provisions -re considered \jy many to be most useful in combatting tax

evasion.—'

On the .'.'ther hand, there are substantial limitations to the utility of the

exchange of information provisions in bilateral tax agreements. First, the tax

officials in the ADC's may not have sufficient expertise to assimilate the

information which might be made available. oecondly, since foreign enterprises

increasingly engage in business activities in a multiplicity of countries,

including tax haven countries and countries with stringent domestic laws against

disclosure of tax information, ADC's may be unable to obtain sufficiently complete

information about the overall activities of the enterprises. And finally, the

exchange of information provisions may not be helpful in obtaining information

on matters detrimental to ADC's where those natters -ire not similarly detrimental

to "'".he other c ntracting btates. ^here the other country taxes solely on the

basis of territorially, transfer pricing between foreign subsidiaries and

branch operations will be of little concern to it, or where worldwide profits

of an enterprise are currently taxed in the residence country, the source of

particular items of income and the transfer prices used to achieve particular

allocations of income and deductions will not normally be of ^reat concern to the

tax authorities in that country (except as such information may be important in

the computation of foreign tax credit limitations).—*"

Furthermoreu absence of information is only one of the three major reasons

for tax avoidance. It is clear, therefore, that ADC's will have to do something

further if they are to effectively curb tax avoidance practices.

Given the breadth and complexity of the problem of tax avoidance, it appears

that substantial restructuring of the international tax system will be necessary

if ADC!s are to cut down on tax avoidance by foreign investors. Among the major

modifications that seem necessary are, first, the elimination of tax differentials
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among /DCs.and the countries which are primary competitors with :'-..'DC' s f-r

foreign investment or, alternatively, elimination of tax deferral on foreign

source income earned by foreign subsidiaries of enterprises resident in the major

capital-exporting countries.■ The combination of tax haven countries and tax

deferral on profits earned "by foreign subsidiaries wnich is permitted by the

major-capital exporting countries-^ has j-iven most multinational enterprises , w
a substantial tax reason to shift profits out of ADC's into tax haven countries.—

Elimination of either the tax'differentials or tax deferral will .remove the tax

inducement to avoid ADC taxes. It is recognised, oi" course, that foreign

investors may artificially shift proiits out of ADC's for a variety of reasons

unrelated to taxes - such as the desire to circumvent exchange control restrictions

or to minimize the profits available for distribution to the local investors.

A second major modification to facilitate efforts to curb tax avoidance would

be the standardization of source of income rules? the basic rules relating to

determination of pre-tax net income, and the rules for allocation of profits and

losses among the various territories in which the activities of a multinational

enterprise are conducted. "sidespread1 -adoption- of apportionment rules similar to

those published by the United States and the federal Republic of Germany might

help to curb the problem of transfer pricing and at the sama/tiwe reduce the risk

of inconsistent determinations by competing jurisdictions-— Some developing

countries, however, have doubted their ability-to administer apportionment rules

as complex as those used in the united states and the federal Republic of

Germany, and others h,ve suggested that even these rules might not be adequate

to cope with the problem,^-' ^Therefore, it is recommended that ADC's consider
developing a uniform formula for apportionment of the total profits of any

enterprise earning some portion of its/profits in a country other than the one

in which the enterprise is resident.-™ This uniform formula could be the subject

of a multilateral tax convention to which the ADC's and the major capital-

exporting countries, at a minimum, should be parties. In recognition of the

lower level of economic development of ADCTs, the allocation formula siiould

provide for preferential allocations of income to them, especially with respect

to import and export sales, royalties, rentals, o.nd income frjm personal services.
Since it is generally igreed that any method of allocating proiits araon6 competing

tax jurisdictions will be to a large extent arbitrary, thtse preference could
be built into the apportionment f rmula/without violating any fundamental

principles of international taxation.—^

The third modification in the international tax system,aimed at curbing tax

avoidance would be the establishmert of an international tax panel to which ADC's
and other countries ana tax-papers c.uld refer difficult or controversial

problems arising in"api,lication of the uniform apportionment .rules. This panel

could also be a part of the multilateral tax convention adopting a uniform

apportionment formula. The panel could consist of fiscal and commercial experts,

and could hear appeals from either an ADC or other country or the tax paying

enterprise under voluntary, but binding arbitration.—' Under the terms of the

multilateral convention* the panel ndejht be empowered to examine not only the

tax return filed "by the subsidiary or branch in question in the host country,

but also the tax return filed.by the parent company or the head office in the

home countryj or even the tax returns filed by any affilitated corporation in

any country a party to the multilateral convention*

The prospects for bringing about these modifications are discussed in

Part IV, relating to lon6 term recommendations. It should be noted, however, that

if the ADC's are able to develop a unified position on these suggested modifica

tions, the chances of bringing the*, about mvj be reasonably good, primarily
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beoruse the major capi;-" ^..^ortin. .^ec-untries are presently giving serious

oor'si deration to ;-j;;il-.T proposals..—

fI1.\c..-.yiI}c:xi...?i"_ZS:£?A$I1. If-Yegi'9^s fo PermitTaxation in ADC ' s

A-

Another major ij-p-^.jj ment _4i»C's face in their effort to secure a ereater

proportion of tin l^r: revenues attributa: Ie to international income is the

reluctance ->f forci-D investor's to permit- AJXJ' s to tax inc .me arising within

their t^Tritor? cs. alvsn .■■more tbe /iilC has the right to tax under the applicable

taz p.gre^mont, it nay be r.^.ablo to nnllcct any tax due to the reluctance of the

foreign : nv^&tor t.> T^r'V-t such taxation,

It h;:,-:, bv;jv: :~:.;g _-,; ;;^ci Ibr i u.-e 01 tho phrase "reluctance to permit" is

lrappr-jpriat - -o cb:v -.•jvor:.?'"> tiit; attitude of lorciin investors toward the power

o~? a sovoroi^n s ■,&"';:; 'o iax. _3u;: givo'i the economic sise and sophistication of

most foreign irr^ torr, ^d x^o x'p.ot ihat the investment or services offered by

r.uch viTtv.-i\K :r:,y La vi<r-/-> I at' ^.?.dj_c]^nsable by tile ADC's, it is fair to say that

tho f.cso:-..-*! inr\-jsto--j -. j- oft^n i/i ■:■. pcpitjc:ti to exert considerable influence

on tue A.D^'r.-, .i:.1* o'l \: c.c-l ::-.ot .^nquiesce in a request by a foreign investor

for eXi.^^xon :';;_-:v -,;c". ti'-.c t.j\:-^':.^yi in"-esto_: may nii.ipj £/exercise his option to

rn^o:.-p i^ co:.s'.(-Jor^.bl- reluctance to permit /"■ ijO: 3 to tax interest, royalties

iev l?_c^: :,:.ng of j.n-^/.-'.i-'ls p-;?:-;onai property, rentals from tangible personal

j-j*r>p<z\- ;r/n ^^c1 :.n-jj^o i'l'on eu:v^..T.rorj", manage^ent an,, consultancy services.

■vhoro I'j'r.-1.1-1."^.-1 v-.o^'j.1!.-. -■ -r, S'y<*-\-.r^c'. by a subsidiary or permanent establishment of

a fore"i gi; sr:-,evv--i-^-. b I: 1- ^.norally agreed xhat the ADC normally encounters no

subst^t-:.?1.! re~ir".-"-:?O' ' ' - '.loi: oi" reported profits at the normal company tax

raJ-->. ■.,': cr-r^t -> ; ;n - '•■,.;■;■■ i.;,,;Ur the- fact that; as a precondition to locating

a f-'-'}'Zn-r; '.ry - ■_ ;■ -.•■ — -a ;-,■.-; osJ..n,D.b ^.^r.ent in cue ::JjG , the ±oreign investor may

b.v.-'j j.-jqi.-Ti-.. . '■ ■'.: . .'-.jj 1 ■'.".;--, j/rofVrr'itiai capital allowances or similar tax

c-":K-^obi^,:'\o . „-;- c\L':n :'-"-v].co'^ th- Tact that reported 'profits may ohTy'be some

frac":.c"j of l \- : --;^^.-'^ "■"^op^x.Ly a"! "■jributcble to the subsidiary or permanent

e""!n"! i:: oVr.>. - >■:- !--j j i--.- -■'■r-r-r a^lrc'/,tions of income and deductions among related

cnter-.pr.-if'j'.- ;;/■ "-:.."-;■- r'.:?t;: ■..■ iht :-ame enterprise. But the question of tax

e,vo:-ci.?r:oo t.1^" t--. ,.'-; ^;i-'-.i-.,-;.-, ;-.;.• 0 ditousL.d as separate prc Jlems In sections 3 and

'■■■" '--1 "- •■■::' " '"■ '■ ■'■ "'• -t' i' :-. v, :.-ovr"O ties, ronti-3, and services income; the

roiiiot:^-) ..;:: \ r-.^ :*■_ :.nv-^4;crr- i: ranifestod in cue or both of the following

v?;■■'■;; ci ';hor tb-. ;;' . .io;i ir.v^.-'vcr ■-■i'tains an agreement from the government of the

AbC to r--:?nr. z r ■■:;.-!■.■.:,ic" of pvofj.tj free of all local tazes (normally also free

cf c:':cba,n-,:: cj--t:o' r--". Lv: .: -*: -^n ^), or the foreign investor requires the debtor

?.n i-.b'-. -y^o o\ ■>_- t-- -.'e:1 «; -»r v.'i'i 1:^'.-=^ of the property or services In the case of

ro/^lt? : :-; r■:"■'■ --■.,■. :-\ c:'.-■■?.<,<-'.■•: inc^mt to bear all taj:«s imposed by the ADC»

T.v.y~. -j.-'-i tn~? '-■.i. 0 ' "'." .■i.r-.-o'jr/'t.i^y loan^ made t: ADC's at commercial rates, the

\.oC govr.i^^.itr ]'.-;.-r~j ,:?,y t-.-ivlj od :;o permit the interest and other charges to

b3 rcmivt,^.d :.;-tie j_* -?./.: J coa.. tar:.?,-:,-^- In the event tho ADC does impose any tax

on tho iut?.,-c^t pr-yr:,;-!-:,^ or ovher charg^b, the debtor (oftentimes the Central

Eanl<- or tJ-.n Oov.—rv^jijt ri the? /.f") i3 required to cear such taxes-

In t.-]a cc-00 c, ■;.'■ ^.i !_tiR,-,r v-ntal.s* and services income, it is less common

f".r f!io.:o "v:. b^ r,v. .■--.-■;■ ;^>r '■'» i; ;>;bro^n the foreign investor and the ADC exempting
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the income from tax. Most ADC's have taxes on ;,uch income remitted to non

residents, normally in the form of gross withholding, taxes, and these taxes are

oftentimes actually assessed and collected. But in many of these cases, the

ADC taxes are passed on to the user of the property or services in the form of

increased royalties,-rentals and service charges. The net effect, of course,

is that the ADC taxes are "borne by the user of the property or services.-^ In
such cases there is an ostensible increase in tax revenues to the ."DC, but since

frequently the user of the property or services is owned or controlled by the

ADC government or an agency of that government, the imposition of taxes merely

effects a shift of revenues from one government agency or company baCK to the

treasury. Furthermore, where the ADC taxes are borne by the user of the property

or services, the net royalties, rentals or services charges remitted abroad are

basically the same as if the fees had been computed .ind paid free of all ADC

taxes. Consequently, the second alternatives where the u^er bears the -DC tax,

usually offers no saving in foreign exchange when compared witu a taw free

remission of the fees.

Another drawback where the user bears the ADC tax wuicii is not present with

a tax free remission of fees, is that the costs of production are raised and the

resulting product is rendered lest competitive in world markets or requires Higher

tariffs to ma^e the product effective as an import substitute.-^—'

Therefore, it appears that whether the income is free of ADC tax or the tax

is borne by the debtor or user of property or services5 the costs to the ADC are

roughly the same when the loss of tax revenues J,nd foreign exchange reserves and

retardation of export and import substitution programs are all compared.

Consequently, it appears that ADC tax administrators should be as eager to

eliminate the practice oi the taxes being borne by the debtor or user as to end

tax exemptions for interest^ royalties, rentals and services income paid to

non-residents. At present, however, there is apparently little concern among

ADC tax administrators as to wiio bears a tax so lon^ as the tax is in fact

collected.

B. Reasons for Foreign Investor reluctance

There appear to be several reasons why foreign investors are reluctant to

permit taxation in the ADC's. fae first, and clearly the most important reason

is that some provisions in the domestic t-±x systems of the foreign investors' home

countries make It impossible for tnem to pay even moderate ADC taxes without

increasing their aggregate tax burden. This is true even in developed countries

with ostensibly favorable treatment of foreign source income and liberal foreign

tax credit provisions. In fact, in niost cases, the very provisions which are

favorable to foreign source income are the ones responsible for the reluctance

of foreign investors to permit taxation bj /.DCs. This is such a major factor

influencing foreign investors and restricting the ability of ADC's to tax that

it is discussed as a separate topic in section j>, infra.

A second factor influencing foreign investors is the threat of excessive

taxation in the ADC's. Sometimes what constitutes "excessive taxation" in the

eyes of a foreign investor is determined in lar^e part hy- the domestic tax laws

of his home country. ouch laws are considered in oection 3 aion& with the other

provisions in domestic tax systems of foreign Investors affecting the ability of

ADC's to tax. T3ut many times the spectre of excessive taxation is raised by the

form in which the ADC taxes are imposed. As mentioned earlier, most ADCTs have

gross withholding taxes on interest, royalties, rents and income from services
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paid to non-residents. 'The ADC's recognize that tiiese taxes should only "be a

reasonable proportion of the net income attributable to the cross paymentss and,

in setting the rate of these taxes, the ADC's normally see& to approximate the

overall revenue results that would be reached through application.of the regular

rate of tax to the net income element of the gross payments.^—^ The withholding
rates have thus "been established in a range of between U and 2i. percent of the

gross parents based upon estimates of the average reduction for expenses

appropriate for the particular classes of gross income.

But foreign investors are not concerned with averages. Thej< are concerned

instead with the application of gross withholding taxes to their particular

income remittances* and they recognize that however accurate the estimate of

average expenses may be (and some foreign investors do question the accuracy
of these estimates) in specific cases expenses may be consistently above the

average? and in other cases there may "be substantial fluctuations in expenses

from year to year so that in some years the expenses may be lower.than average,

but in other years they are correspondingly higher than average.—' obviously,
where the expenses exceed the average on which the withholding tax is based,

even if only in the short term, the consequence is that the tax takes an

extraordinarily large, if not all of the net income element of the gross payment.

In order to protect themselves against t;;is occurrence, therefore, foreign

investors have required either an exemption from ADC tax or that the debtor, or

the user of the property or services bear any '.DC taxes imposed.

International lending institutions are especially sensitive to the threat

of excessive ADC taxation, in large part because oi' the unusual source of the

loan funds. An increasing proporti n oi the commercial loans into ADC's are

denominated in eurocurrencie -. The■normal practice-in mjkin6the eurjcurrency

loan is for one or two lead banks to put together a syndicate of baru-i-Sj each of

which agrees to put up a certain portion of total amount of the loan (called

"participation"). Ihe syndicate banks then often borrow some percentage jf their

participation frjm other sources ac a rate close or equal to what is called the

London inter-bank rate. The interest charged by the syndicate bamts to the ADC

debtor is then some percentage above the London inter—bank, rate - commonly

between 1-1/4 percent and 2—1/2 percent above the London inter-bank rate in
the case of ADC's (apart from ADC's with substantial oil or gas reserves).
Assuming the London inter-bank rate is 10 percent, the net effect is that on

interest payments of 11-1/ii perGent by the ADC debtor, up to 1u percent may
represent the .cost to the syndicate of obtaining the loan funds and some portion

of remaining 1--1/2 percent is properly allocable to expenses of the syndicate

bank. As a ccrseq.uence, the international lending institutions argue that

imposition of anything other than a nominal gross withholding tax on their

interest payments would reduce their net inc.-me to zero. For this reason, and

others discussed in Section 5> infra, international lending institutions making

eurocurrency loans invariably require that the interest be remitted free of ADC

tax or .that the ADC debtor bear any such tax.

Another factor influencing foreign investors isihe increasingly hostile

climate in their home countries toward foreign investment ana outflows of

technology. Even though the foreign tax credit provisions in the foreign

invest.orsT home countries permit them to absorb an ADC tax without an increase

in their aggregate tax burden, there is a ^rowing feelino among foreign investors

that, if they rely too heavily upon these foreign tax credit provisions, domestic

political opinion will require a disadvantageous alteration in such provisions.

Recently, considerable transfers of capital and technology through vertically
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integrated multinational enterprises have been taking place in a- number of

industries usin^ "export processing zones" or similar enclaves in developing

countries for labor intensive component manufacture and. assembly, and middle

stage processing for reexport.-*■' This has created considerable pressure in the

developed countries to curb these outflows and end preferential treatment for

foreign s -urce income, particularly as unemployment remains high and the evidence

mounts that foreign investment may not be beneficial to the-koine country, other

than the benefits inuring "directly to the foreign investor.-^—' It is thought by
foreign investors that one of the "preferences" which is particularly vulnerable

is the foreign tax credit system widely used in the developed countries——

There is thus a feeling on the part of foreign investors that the less the foreign

tax credit system is usod the less visible it will be as a preference for foreign

source income.

The reluctance of foreign investors to permit taxation in the ADC's sometimes

is based upon the desire to avoid what are viewed as cumbersome or capricious

compliance procedures. The multiplicity of forms? bureaucratic inefficiency

and u-.rbitrarinesss and arcane tax l^.ws all appear as additional administrative

costs to be avoided by foreign investors TA!nerever possible<■■—

In some cases, foreign investors aesire to avoid taxation in ADC's because

they'are qualified as non-profit organizations and are tax exempt in their home

country. 'Ihis is especially prevalent with respect to supervisory; management

and consultancy seivices where the foreign enterprises provide the services for

the public sector oi the ADC's and charge less thin commercial rates- bometimes,

however, the exempt organization is closely affiliated 'with normal commercial

enterprises and serves as little more than a broker, soliciting /..DCs for projects

and then subcontracting the work out to the commercial affiliates* The payments

may be made from the .'DC to the exempt organization? which deducts a nominal

commission and then distributes the remainder to the commercial affiliates.

Nonetheless, even in such cases, the exempt organisation may seek to use its

exempt status to shield itself and its affiliates from ADC taxation..

A variation on the problem of exempt organisations is where a private foreign

enterprise receives funding from an international, regional, or national aid

organization to carry out activities in an ADC. Again-, this occurs primarily

with respect to supervisory; management and consultancy services, and the funding

is most often an outright grant to the A1J> but sometimes -t is in the form of

a long term loan to the ADC at concessionary rates. In such cases, the view of

the foreign enterprise, often shared by the funding agency, is that no ADC tax

should be levied since the funds for payment of the services do not originate

within the ADC and the cost to the ADC for the services is nil or at least

considerably loss than prevailing commercial rates*

In some other cases, the desire of private foreign investors to secure

preferential tax treatment in iJXMs," normally in the form of an overall exemption

from tax stems from hi^h progressive individual tax rates in many DCs and the

fact that taxation of employees often follows from taxation of the business

enterprise. The lii^n individual tax rates mean tnat the business enterprise has

to pay the employees extraordinarily hi.._h wages in order to make their after tax

net income somewhat compaiable to that of employees of the enterprise similarly

situated in other countries, especially in industrialized countries- one foreign

investor has reported; ■ for example, that in order for one of their employees

situated in an /sian country to have an after tax net income comparable to that

of employees at the same level resident in industrialised countries the foreign
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investor would have had to pay him in excess of US&2O0.000* The foreign investor

felt there were only three alternatives: either withdraw the "business activities

from that Asian country, o"btain an exemption from tax, or evade the tax, primarily

through payments into foreign banks for the account of the employee. In this

case the foreign investor did not indicate which alternative was choseno

Finally, in a few cases, the foreign investor is reluctant to permit taxation

in the APC simply "because he prefers to pay his taxes to his home country,. At

the base of this preference may be the feeling that tax funds paid at home will

be of more benefit to the foreign investor through improved government services

than taxes paid to the iUC. Or, occasionally, the preference may be derived

from a sense of nationalism - that being a resident of X country, his first

obligation is to support the government of 'A country,

Co Hecommendations with respect to Foreign Investor Reluctance

In section 13, supra, the mejor reason for the reluctance of foreign investors

to permit taxation by A">C's uas stated as being the existence of provisions within

the domestic tax systems of developed countries which make it impossible for the

foreign investors to absorb even moderate iDC taxes without an increase in their

aggregate tax burdenc oince this problem is discussed in detail and recommenda

tions with respect to it are set in section 5, infra, it is not mentioned further
here8 ' "

The second major reason for foreign investor reluctance was identified as

being the threat of excessive source taxation as a result of the widespread use

of gross withholding taxes which necessarily extract a varied proportion of the

net income element in gross payments of interest, royalties, rents and income

from services. In order to overcome this reluctance, it is recommended that ADC's

consider offering- foreign investors the option to be taxed only on an appropriate

portion of their net income, but at the normal corporate rate- Such options should

certainly quite any legitimate worries about excessive source taxation rx a con

sequence of withholding taxes- Options similar to this have been offered by certain
Asian developing countries., 5^/

It is recognized that continued use of withholding taxes is absolutely essential

to ABC's, primarily because they are easy to administer and they ensure that the
ADC's get some share of -the tax revenues before the funds leave the country,.

Exclusive reliancn on withholding taxes, \owever, has often meant that no taxes are

collected or such taxes as are collected are borne by the debtor or user of the

property or services resident in the ADC This is particularly true with respect

to withholding taxes on interest and royalties. Most ADC's have withholding taxes

on both types of income, and yet foreign institutional lenders are invariably
exempted from the withholding tax on interest or else require the ADC debtor

to bear the tax 6p/and it is common place for foreign investors to increase the
royalties paid under licensing agreements by the amount of any withholding taxes 6l/.

Therefore, it would seem that some increase in the administrative burden of ADC tax
departments is justified if the effect is to obtain tax revenues and foreign ex
change reserves where before there were none,,

Furthermore, it is believed that the options to be taxed on a net basis can

be structured in such a way as to be relatively simple to administer, First, it
is suggested that the options only he available with respect to remittances
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of important types of income. .-.4uch as interest and royalties. Ibis will prevent

the administrative burden which would result if the options were made available

to all types of income subject to gross withholding taxes.

Secondly, if a foreign investor exercises the option to be taxed on a net

basis, it is suggested that the net income attributable to the M3C be determined

by an apportionment jf the total net incjme of the investor under a simple

formula. The essential components of this apportionment formula (such as total
gross income and utal net income of the investor) could bo derived froiii a

certificate issued by the tax department of the foreign enterprise's home country.
The actual apportionment formula mi^ht be agreed to in a bilateral tax treaty so

that when the formula is applied by an ADC the home country of the^foreign

enterprise will be obligated net to mt-ke a contrary determination.—

Uhile the apportionment formula snould be easy to understand and simple to

administer, at the s ine time it should take into account the peculiarities of

the income flowing out of the 'DCs. Thus, if it were decided to give

institutional lenders the option to be.t^ed on a net basis, as has been done

in certain Asian developing countries,—' an appropriate apportionment formula
mi^nt be simply gross income derived from the -DC over the total gross income

of the foreign institutional lenders multiplied by the total pre-tax net income

of the institution:.! lender as reported to thf, tax authorities of the institu

tional lender's home country. stated -as a mathematical formula, it readss

Gross income from ,DC ^ Total net income = ^t income subject

Total &ross income of 01 institutional -^ tax

It oould be .agreV^^t^^^ne^iteome subjift^o a±jC tax as determined under this

&^n to be taxed on
a net Vsis with respect to royilty payments, then the apportionment formula

should taKe into, account the fact that technology" licensed tj AjC ' s and other
developing countries is usually older than most technology licenses in developed

countries and in f..ct is sometimes even obsolete in the developed countries.
Accordingly, an appropriate f-.rmula to be employed by an ADC with respect to

royalty payments might be the gros.3 inc :rae of the foreign inv stor derived from

the '.IDC over the total growF income of the foreign investor multiplied by two

(as the factor to' compensate for older a&e of most technology licensed to .ADC's

and other.develop: i^ countries) and multiplied a^ain by tho total pre-tax net

income of the foreign investor as reported to th;. t.ii authorities of the foreign

investor's home country. states as a ma thematic.1 fjrmula, it reads;

Gross income from ADC Total net income = 2-ot income suoject

Total' -ross income of of foreign investor to L'DO tax

foreign investor

Another" factor affectm6 the willingness of foreign investors to be taxed

in AjjC's was stated to be the increasingly hostile climate in industrialized

countries towards foreign investment and outflows of technology. As a result,

even though the foreign tax credit provisions in the foreign investor's home

country permit him to absorb an ADC tax without any increase in aggregate tax

burden, some foreign investors believe that, if they rely too heavily upon the

foreign tax credit provisions, domestic political opinion will require a dis

advantageous alteration in such h-.rovisiuns. In some developed countries foreign

investors are justified in thei,- belieij as the x:ostile attitude tuward foreign

investment h.?s oiven rise tu s-:enou& proposals to make fundamental changes in the
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international tax system, including proposals to limit the effectiveness of the

foreign tax credit provisions or the proposal to currently tax all the profits

of resident multinational enterprises wherever the profits are earned and/whether

they are earned "by a foreign branch or subsidiary of the multinational.—'

This movement in developed countries toward a radical restructuring of the

system of international taxation :nay offer ADC's a unique opportunity to overcome

foreign investor reluctance to ADC taxes and ±0 achieve other changes ADC's badly

need. It appears that, if /.DC' s are able to develop a widely supporting position

for restructuring the international tax system which incorporates the proposals

currently being considered by developed countries, but modified in such a way

as to be of benefit also to ,*DCs, there is a good possibility of effecting a

favorable reordering of the international tax system. It is thought that by

harnessing the discontent in developed countries toward the present international

tax system, UX3T s ma_- be able to participate in a restructuring of the system

which is directly beneficial to them and which also responds to the discontent ,-„/

in developed countries and reduces foreign investor reluctance to ADC taxation.—'

This suggestion is discussed further in Part IV relating to long term recommenda

tions.

The reluctance of foreign investors to permit ADC taxation in order to avoid

what are viewed as cumbersome or capricious compliance procedures in ''DCs can be

substantially overcome, it is bol ieved, if the .'.DCs make a visible effort to

simplify their tax procedures as respects fjreign "investors. Reliance upon gross

withholding taxes and the option 01 foreign investors to be taxed on a net basis,

as discussed previously in this subsection, would seem to be one way of combining

administrative simplicity and a fair degree of tax-payer equity. Further

suggestions for simplification of tax administration with respect to foreign

investors, as developed in practice by the ADC's, should be another item

appropriate for the annual or biennial conferences of ADC tax and finance officers

on problems of international taxation, discussed in subsection 2C of this Part.

It should be noted that to the extent compliance procedures are simplified and

made more efficient the ADC's themselves will benefit through better utilisation

of their tax administrators.

here the reluctance of foreign investors stems from the fact that they are

non-profit organisations tax exempt in their home country, it is suggested that

reciprocal exemption by ADC-sis general!./ appropriate-. Normally, non-profit

organisations provide services for the public sector of the ADC's and charge less

than commercial rates;, exemption from tax in the .ADC's in such cases is only an

extension of the widely held belief that non-profit, public support organisations

ought not to be taxed. But the line between public support activities and

private commercial undertakings is often somewhat obscure. Therefore, it is

suggested that ADC's generally grant tax exemption only after determining that

the particular activities of the organisation are in fact for the public sector,

that the charges are less than prevailing commercial rates, and that the non

profit organisation is not being used merely as a conduit for private commercial

enterprises.

t/ith respect to the related problem where the reluctance to permit ADC tax

is due tj the fact that the activities of the foreign investor are funded by an

international agency, such as the International Bank for Reconstruction and

Development or the United Nations, by a regional agency, such as the European

Development Fund, or by a national aid organisation, such as United States AID,

it is suggested that ."DCs adopt the general position of imposing their tax in
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every instance in which the foreign investor is recognised as a private, taxable

organisation in his home country, unless it appears that imposition of tax will

have an adverse effect on the aid programme of the funding agency. Due to the

widespread use oi foreign tax credit provisions in developed countries, in many

of these cases the only effect of exempting foreign investors from 4.DC tax is to

increase the taxes paid in the foreign investor's home country.—' Since the need

of ADC's for . the additional tax revenues is far greater than that of the developed

countries, it seems appropriate for the ADC's to collect the tax in these oases,

rather than the developed countries.

In a few cases, the desire of foreign investors to secure preferential tax

treatment in /DCs normally in the form of an overall exemption, stems from the

high progressive individual tax rates in many ADC's and the fact that taxation

of employees often follows from taxation of the business enterprise. This

pro -lem could be substantially overcome, it is believed, if ".DC' s offer foreign

investors the option to be taxed on their profits without reduction for salary

and_other expenses related to non-resident employees, with no further tax collected

from *such employees. The effect of this option is that the salaries of .non

resident employees would be taxed at the normal corporate rate, but the employees

themselves would not need to file; any tax returns in the .^DC's. This option

would also ease the administrative burden on ADC tax departments and foreign

investors resulting from preparing,, filing and processin0 multiple tax returns

from the foreign investors and their employees. additionally, the option would

give ADC's a means of accommodating foreign investors concerned ibout the steeply

progressive individual tax rates witnout granting highly visible and politically

sensitive tax preferences to foreign investors and expatriate employees.

where the reluctance of a foreign investor to permit taxation in

an ADC is based on a simple preference to pay taxes to the home country, it is

suggested that the reluctance is inappropriate and should not serve as the' "basis

for tax preferences. ouch an attitude certainly indicates a desire for less

th^n Wholehearted participation in the ADC and' mi,ht justifiably ^ive rise to

c^ubts as to the suitability of that foreign investor being a part of the ADC's

development effort. Fortunately, this attitude appears with such infreq.uence

as to enable ADC's to "bypass the foreign investors holding it without any

noticeable impact on their development plans.

5• Provisions within the Domestic 'Tax o./sterns of Developed Countries

Which Impede Taxation of International Income by ADC's

A. Scope of the Problem

As mentioned in section 4, supra, the primary reason for reluctance of

foreign investors to pernit taxation by 'DC's is the existence of provisions

within domestic tax systexoy oi the foreign investors' home countries that make

it impossible for them to absorb legitimate and reasonable ADC taxes without

an increase in their aggregate tax burden. The effect of these provisions is

to make ADC's unable to collect reasonable taxes which often are expressly

sanctioned by the relevant double taxation conventions with developed countries.

Perhaps the most pervasive problem involving domestic tax systems of developed

countries is the absence of harmonization witn the tax systems of the ADC'sv^
An especially difficult problem created by the absence of harmonization is with

respect to the allocation of profits and losses among the various territories
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in which the activities of a multinational enterprise are conducted.-^ In
some countries, the taxable profits of an enteiprise are determined on the basis
of separate accounting wiiile in other countries the taxable profits may be
computed by reference to various formulas for the apportionment of the total
profits -jf the enterprise among competing tax jurisdictions. ii-ach country in which
profits are earned uses its own rules ;.s to the source of income, the deducibi
lity of expenses, and the amount of allowances, such as capital allowances.
The net effect "is that profits .-f a multinational enterprise sometimes escape

tax entirely and other times are potentially suoject to double or treble
taxation. In order to forestall the latter possibility, multinational enterprises

either covertly, through artificial transfer pricing ana similar devices, or

overtly, by "direct negotiations, seek to reduce or eliminate their potential
tax liaibility in the countries in which that can be most easily accomplished -

the ■'""DC's or ,.>ther developing countries^

i,ven where only two jurisdictions are involved, the lack of harmonisation

creates considerable problems •- especially in the calculation of pre-tax net
income and determinino sources of income. It is not uncommon, for example, for
an Ai)C to determine that the pre-tax net income of a foreign investor from a

particular activity is $10., while the home country of the foreign investor, by
virtue of a more liberal allowance for capital expenditures, computes the pre
tax net income to be $90.1-/ Similarly, sometimes an ADC determines the source
of income from services to be the place where the services are put to use,

whereas the home country of the person providing the services deems the source
to be where the services are rendered.-^ Us another example, most developed
countries and ,'^C's determine the source of interest to be the place where the
debtor resides; but under the French tax system, interest p&id to a French
creditor is desmed to have a French source.-^ 'The result of these disharmonies
is the possibility of double taxation - either"because the ADC tax exceeds the
limitation for credit of foreign taxes paid since the limitation is computed by

reference to the home country's determination of pre-tax net income or

because both the AUO and the foreign investor's home

■country deem the income to have its source within their territory and seek to tax
it on that D«sis. Invariably the foreign investor eliminates such possibility

by negotiatin0 with the country more susceptible" to its influence, the .".DC, for

exemption from tax.

*lso, the availability of an overall foreign tax credit limitation in the

tax laws of sorce industrialised countries, notably the United states, may be a

prime reason foreign investors require that profits be remitted free of ADC
taxes, .ibst countries witn foreign tax credit provisions limit the credit to the

amount of tax which would be payable on the income from a particular country

in the absence of the credit.-^22- This is called the "per country limitation" and
is found in the tax systems of the United Kingdom and the Federal Republic of

Germany.--^ The United states, nowever, permits foreign investors to elect the
"overall foreign tax limitation" where the maximum foreign tax creditable is set

at the amount of United otates tax wLioh would be payable on all foreign source

income in the absence of the credit.-^ Under this limitation, the foreign
investor is able to average high foreign taxes with low foreign taxes. The effect

is that the high taxes in some countries may be fully creditable, but only by

virtue of the low taxes imposed elsewhere.

Max-.y United states foreign investors have investments in high tax countries

(mostly the industrialised countries of \estern .;_urope) and also have some
investments in low tax countries, primarily ■ dC1s and otuer developin& countries.
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As a result of the hi^li taxes in the industrialised countries, tho foreign

investors are faced with excess foreign tax credits even with the benefits of

the overall limitation- In order to eliminate the threat of excess foreign tax

credits, it is necessary for the foreign investor to reduce foreign taxes paid,

and this is done not through negotiations with the high tax developed country,

but with the country more susceptible to its persuasive powers, the ADC or other

developing countries. ;'DC's are thus put in the anomalous position of having

to torero their taxes because of hi&h taxes imposed by developed countries on

income unrelated ",o the ■IDO's,

The overall foreign tax credit limitation also may dilute the effect of low

tax rates and other tax concessions offered by ADO's to attract foreign investors

and make investments In hi^h tax countries artificially attractive, It may thus

be responsible for distorting investment flows to ADC's and hi-h tax developed

countries in favor of the latter countries- Aor example, suppose a United states

enterprise has an investment in Germany which generates a pre-tax net income of

$10. and is taxed in Germany at a rate of 6« percent and an investment which

generates S5^ in pre-tax net income in an /-DC with a normal corporate profits tax

of 3-' percent. ssuming the United states corporate tax rate is 5'-PFercent, the

maximum foreign tax credit under the overall limitation is <s75 (5- percent of $
13u), which Just equals thc> aggregate taxes due in Germany ($6c) and the ADC
($15). In comparing the rel- tive rates of return on the investments, however,

the United states enterprise, by virtue oi the overall .foreign tax credit

limitation, may be inclined tc look at the average after tax net profits of all

foreign source income (#75 on pre-tax net"profits of $15-)? rather than the net

profits from each country after imposition of the source country's tax (S40 on
pre-tax net profits of $10vj in Germany and $35 on pre-tax net profits of $5 .• in

the ADC)- The efiect, of course, is t.i.-1 in the eye? of the United States

enterprise the attractiveness of tha investment in th? _-.DC if reduced just as

the attractiveness of the investment in Germany is improved.

Hie fact that some industrialized countries, such as the United Kingdom and

the Federal Republic of Germany, li.iiiu the availability of the foreign tax credit

provisions only to residents is another reasoncj?oreign investors require that

profits be remittsd free of all source taxes.—^ If a person resident in the
United Kingdom, for example, is taxea m an ADC on income ariaino in that countryj

the United Kingdom gives a credit for the ADC taxes paia. But if a person resident

in the United jta :es has in. the United I/.ngdora a permanent esti'nli&nment which

earns incume in an ADC, the United ^in-"dom taxes that income, bu.t gives no

credit for foreign taxes paid with respect to suoh income- Consequently, if

the ADC sec^B to impose a c^x on the earnings of a permanent establishment situated

in the United ^inglom? thoje earning face otential douoie taxation, In order

to avoid thihj the home office of the permanent establishment has consistently

prevailed upon the ADO o.v other developing country to forego its tax,

This situation occurs mobt frequently with . .^ericam Canadian and Japanese

lending inotitution^ ".ritii branch operations in London (i.e.; permanent
establishments in'London) which make loans; such as eurocurrercy loans, to ADC's

and other developing countries. ure of" the reasons ;iven "by the lenders for

requiring that the ir. barest paymenxs be. remitted free of source taxation is that

the interest payments aro, fully taxable in the United kingdom since the United

Kingdom foreign tax credit i- not availably for non-roci dents.. As a consequence?

the ADC's and other developing countries are prevented from collecting':their

taxes at soui-co becauop of taxes imposed by an industrialized country injected

in the income stream bot^oon the source country and the country of residence»
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In the tax systems of other industrialised countries, there are no

foreign tax credit provisions^ instead foreign source income is subject to

domestic tax at the full rate and forei6n income'taxes are recognized only as

a deduction in computing the income liable to the domestic tax-—-* This method

necessarily results in additiona2. tax on the foreign source income unless the

foreign tax rate is zero and has led to pressure on ABQ's to forego source

taxation:

Another inpe^iment to source taxaticn by ADC's? although not generally

recognized as such? is the practice of some industrialised countries to exempt

foreign oource income either as a matter of" statutory law or under a bilateral

tax treaty« France and Italy., for example, follow the territoriality tax

principle by which only income earned wi&Lin their own boundaries is taxed, thus

largely exempting foreign source income.— exemption by tax treaty of certain

foreign source income is widely applied by the Scandinavian countries and the

Federal Republic of Germany,—'

Where foreign source income is exempted from tax- there is necessarily a

close connexion between that exemption and tax incentives for foreign investment

which the source country is willing to extend. :i±t±^ .exemption of foreign source

income? any tax incentives at source are not absorbed by the home country's tax,

but inure-, directly to the foreign investor in the form of hi^iier after-tax

profits*—**

But his very interdependence between exemption of- foreign source income in

industrialised countries and tax incentives in ADC's is the reason such exemption

h:-.i.i :-.£"- a^er^y ^'A-jCt Qu tnt; oTi'^rtc; :-i ^J' u :: ±:\±>-rj^-: taxes r « source- 'The

full b?rpfita of an exemption in an industrialised country are realised only if

the ADC matches the exemtpion at source* Consequently, the foreign investor

has a substantial reason for using his persuasive powers to secure a reduced

or nil rate of taxation in the ADC.

-^• Reasons for the j^xistence of Provisions within Domestic Tax Systems of

-?£Ye.^-oped Countries whicn Impede Taxation by ADC's

For purposes of this study, it is not necessary to uiscuss the exact reasons

for tlie existence of proviaions witiiin the tax systems of developed countries

which iir.podo taxr .ion by ADC's, except to make it clear tl ^t the provisions were

not adopted for the primary? s-nd normally not even the incidental purpose of

impeding taxation by .'.DCs- In other words, the impeding effects of such

provisions appear to "be unintended. For example, it appears that introduction

of the overall foreign tax credit limitation in 1961 in the United States was

motivated principally by the desire to liberalize tax treatment of foreign source

income received by US investors. Apparently little, if any thought was given to

the possible effect such limitation might have on the tax revenues of developing

countries. iimilarly? exemption of foreign source income by bilateral tax treaty

is often rationalised on trie ground that "tax equality" me -11s the tax position

of foreign affiliates of multinational companies snould be equalised not with

that of domestic affiliates, but rather with that of companies from other home

countries operating in the same host country- The idea is "trat multinationals

should operate on "equal tax terms" witi. tiieir foreign competitors.—' The

principal intent in exempting foreign sjurce income is thus to give the source

country exclusive rights to determine the level of taxation on profits arising

within its territoryy rather than to impede the efforts of the source country to

impose its tax.
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C Recommendations with -respect to Provisions witnin Domestic Tax Qystgpis_of

Developed Countries j'hich Impede Taxation by ADC's

It appears that problems created by foreign tax credit provisions which are

available only to residents can be substantially overcome by an appropriate

provision bilateral tax agreements. In the draft model tax convention attached

as a supplement to tiiia report, article ^2, relating to the elimination of double

taxation, is intended to eliminate these problems. This article establishes th.

principle that in all instances in which a country seeks ■ j impose a tax on

income arising outside its territory* it must first give b. credit for the tax

paid on that income in the source country. Article 22 thus is intended to

override th.-: domestic tax law of an industrialised country which limits th-3

foreign tax credit provisions to residents and to make 'those provisions also

available to all non-residents taxed on income arising outside th.-s industrialized

country.

■'■s an illustration, if a person resident" in the United kingdom is taxed in

an ADC on income arising in tha.t countr,? under its domestic tax laws ±ha United

kingdom will fcive a credit against its-own tax for the AJC tax paid.- £ut? if the

person is resident in the "united States and has a permanent establishment in th-j

United Kingdom which earns income in an '.DCj under the domestic tax le.vs of

the United Kingdom that income is fully taxable but no credit is available for

ADC tax paid. Under article 22 of the draft model convention, however-, the

United kingdom is obligated to toive a foreign tax credit to the United btatoo

resident for the ADC tax paid on DC source income*

The problem of the absence of harmonisation between the to..- law;? of developed

countries and ADC's can also be resolved to some extent by biJateral tax

agreements. ouch agreements, including the model draft convention attached as

a supplement to this report- frequently contain rules establishing the .source of

dividends, interest? rents, realties jno. services income- kost agrees ^nt.3 alr:i

set forth a mutual agreement proceaure aesij^.o. to avoid different allocations

of profits, expenses and losses between a resident of one country and per^ar.ont

establishment situated in the -iti-ov country> or "be twee n related parties ro^ie'en"!;

in different countries. Therelvire, so\t-q' standardisation of t?x ruins ce-Zvyr-.:

developed countries and :":.DC' s is possible tiioru^h bilateral tax ag^es-neats-

un the otUer hanci., the utility of b.'1.. teral tax agreements in hr.i-i.onicin-:;;

the ta^ laws of developed and ;.UC's must not bu over emphasised. As indicate

in subsection A, the most difficult problem created by the absence of haruonjsa--

tion is with respect to the allocation of profits and losses among the vario,;:;

territories in which the activities of a multinational enterprise ar«; conducted:

Because of the multiple jurisdictions involved in the allocation of profits and

losses of a multinational enterprise, the traditional tax agreements, to wnich

only two countries are parties at a time, are not adequate to cope with this

problem.

It also appears that bilateral tax agreements cannot be used to rasolve the

problem uf the overall foreign tax credit limitation, at least insofar as the

United states is concerned- Iiu- to constitutional liuitatiens on the treaty

making powers in the United States? it is generally agreed that ,i tax treaty may

not deprive a tax-payer of benefits provided in the domestic tax laws, although ,

as a practical matter it may enlarge those benefits.—^ .-;s a consequunca? if a
"united Jtates tax-payer 1b faced with ^ iii6h tax rate in an industrialized
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he will still be'able to use the overall foreign tax credit limitation to avoid

excess'foreign' tax credits in spite oi anything contained in a bilateral tax

agreement, ana-he will thus still have a reason to negotiate with the ADC for a

reduced rateof tax. ':

In the case of adverse provisions in domestic tax systems of developed

countries which cannot be mitigated by bilateral tax conventions, it appears that

suitable resolutions can only be brought about "as" a part of a thorough restructuring

of the international tax system. Specific proposals for modifying the interna

tional tax system in a way which mitigates or eliminates tiie, adverse effects of ■

the domestic tax laws of developed countries are as follows:

(i) Standardization of s-urce of income rules, the basic rules relating to

determination of pre-tax net income, and the rules for allocation of

profits and losses a-nong the various territories in which the activities

of a multinational enterprise are conducted. It seems that the

■■ - simplest and most appropriate way of achieving such standardization

among ADC's and the major capital-exporting countries would be through

widespread adoption of a uniform formula for apportionment of total

profits of any enterprise earning s'ome portion of its profits in a

country other than the one in which.it is resident. This modification

is discussed more fully in subsection 3C of this Part.

(ii) j.stablisament of an international tax panel to which ADC's and other
; , countries and tax—payers could refer difficult or controversial problems

arising in application of the uniform apportionment rules. " This

modification is also discussed more fully in subsection 3C of this Part.

(iii) Adoption in the major capital-exportina countries of unilateral foreign

tax credit provisions which obligate such countries to give credit for

taxes paid at source without regard for the residency of the tax-payer

claiming, the credit. The limit of the credit should be the amount of

tax which would be payable on the income frO'ii a particular country in

the absence oX" the credit - the "per-country foreign tax credit

limitation."

These proposals and the prospects for bringing them -./bouir'are discussed

further in Part IV relating to long term recommendations. It may "be noted,

however, that the prospects may actually be reasonably good if the ADC's are

able to develop a unified position on them, since the major capital-exportigs

countries are presently giving serious consideration to similar proposals.—'

6. Tax Incentives by aDCts

a. Scopei of the Problem

Tax incentives voluntarily offered by ADC's result in a major loss of tax

revenues and foreign exchange reserves for them. Use of tax incentives in

various forms is widespread among ADC's - the incentives may be part of an

"open door policy11 under which foreign enterprises willing to locate in a

particular geographic area or engage in a particular activity are granted

exemption from tax for a period usually between 5 and 10 years, the incentives

may be in the form of liberal capital allowances, sometimes even to the extent

of allowing a deduction for capital expenditure in excess of the actual amount

spent, or the incentives may be given as credits against ADC tax, such as credits

for increased employment.
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But ADC's are not the only cou tries with tax incentive programmes} major

tax incentives are offered by many other developing and developed countries. In

fact, even developed countries wnich publicly criticize use of tax incentives have

important tax preferences-—' officials of the United States 'Treasury* for example,

have often spoken against the use of fiscal incentives; but at the same time the

United States has offered major incentives such as the 7 percent credit against

United States tax for new investments and tax dctferralof 50 percent of net

income derived from export sales.—' .

B. Reasons for Tax Incentives

It is increasingly, although not universally, recognized that fiscal

incentiveggare at best inefficient and expensive ways of encouraging a particulr

activity.-^ A study by the United States Department of State on factors thought
to influence investment decisions of United States private investors between 1°-68

and 1971 concluded that tariff levels and the existence of tax incentives inQ./

developing countries had no substantial effect on foreign direct investment.*—>

Similarly, another recent study on forsigC direct investment concluded that the

most important determinants of direct investment in development countries are a

variety of long term considerations affecting profitability which are related to

market size and potential, i^iscal incentives were seen as inefficient, costly

and usually ineffective means to increase foreign investment.-^-' Furthermore, the
ineffectiveness of tax incentives is not limited to those in developing countries.
The Joint Lconomic Committee of the United States Congress has recently

recommended that the tax incentives'for exports be terminated.because the available

evidence9indicates the proVivians...have- provided little,, if any stimulus for
exports.-^-^

rfith the greater-suid^greater-awareness of the general ineffectiveness of
fiscal incentives, it is becoming increasingly rare that such incentives are
extended with the view that.they will be the prime inducement in bringing foreign"

investment into the ADC's. Instead, the incentives ,are usually offered because
comparable preferences are widely available in other countries in which foreign
investors mi^ht locate and it is thought that failure to offer them will ensure
that the foreign investors will select one of the other countries. In other
words, many ADC's recognize that the presence of tax incentives does not attract
foreign investors^ but it is believed that the absence of such incentives has
a strong adverse effect on the flow of for.3iar, investments because such

incentives are so widely available in other developing countries competing 'for
the same investments.

C- Recommendations with Respect to Tax Incentives

Given the reasons for the existing tax incentive programs, one of the

important problems facing ADC's and other countries is the need to end the

wasteful competition for foreign investment through widespread use of fiscal

incentives. Since the evidence indicates the general ineffectiveness of these
incentives, a broadly supported agreement among ADC's and, in the longer term,

other developing countries on a minimum level of corporate taxation,.limits on
capital allowances, the maximum periods for tax preferences, and the level and
scope of other investment incentives,oould be implemented without appreciably

affectino foreign investment flows.-^ The logical forum for discussing this
problem is ac,ain the annual or biennial conferences of ADC tax and finance officers
on international income tax matters as discussed in subsection 2C of this Part.
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PART "T'3 LONG 3ERM KECOMENDATIOWS

problems AEC:s face in their efforts to secure a greater proportion

of the tax revenues attributable tc international income are difficult and complex.

It is clear that overcoming these probleias will requi-'e a substantial restructuring

of the system of international taxation. In Part .XII, a number of major modifications

which will have thfi effect of mailing ADCJs at least equal participants with

developed countries in the international taj.-. sy&tcra are identified^ These modifications

may be summarized as follows?

(i) Standcxdization of th« source of income rulesf the basic rules relating

to the determination of rsre-tax net income; and the rules for allocation

of profits and losaes among the varies territories in whicix the

activates of a multinational enterprise are conducted.. Standardization

should be sough S; among the major capital exporting countries of the

United States; Onitod ;.xingdon;, K'ance and the i^rieral Republic of

Germany and the AiC;c^ I£ ■rce.-.i.dardization were achieved ?jncng this

group, it is reasonable to anticipate a large number of ?.ccs^r>ions to

the agreed proceV;res-; both a:non^ capital -exporting sn:! developing

countr?.D£v In c-jtr.Mifihiiig th.^ uniform milex- special consideration

should he ghen to t:ic .-rc'i-ce . loe widely used by ACC':: wid other

developing couii.t.r:».?;i '•;■1L+h respect; le- income :"ro;v personal services and

rental;? and roy^llia;? f:^cn TCLngiblc and intai\gi.b'!.e poi'sonal1. property,"1*

Additi.o/ic-l'iy; i..u detei'mininp; b*j«.Lc rules for ccirovNation of jsre-tax

net income, r.pecipj. circur*i3V<iiicsK o:; the AfC's should be tajcen into

account,, such ac, vhr-1- f.'.cc; 'Mva'i: technology licensed to ;"iEC:s i.s generally

older t'liar* tha.t jsuallj lio'ii'secl in developed countries mo that the expense

component in royalties attrr.bi.-iab"!e lo the ~echnology tj.t.;ed in A.DCFs should

be appre..:*.ab~.y Icx-i&ir thaa che n«: m:.?. expense cor-pci'^nt royalties paid

for tec}';-j.olo3y v.u?d ir, d^ve.Lop^d ooi

(ii) Adoption in tae major c?.pita.!--evporti.r.^ cotmtr.i*.j:s of uniform foreign

tax cr«d_x pt ov: sions -whica ob"'..'.^s.ts mich coiui"';r:1.os to ^ivi credit for

taxes paid ai: soared? but uh'ich jii^it the ai^ouv/c of the tc the

amoimt of t^x wl'.ich T^ould be pa.ys.hle on '.he inccne .frc.-io a particular

country in th.2 fJvje^.^0 oZ t'xc ui\:ait - tl:.c :per-country foreign tax credit

li:':c'jc.t:'_oi.v :' S'.^ch pi'ovip'i.cn-.-? (7ii-:. elininiite tl:c problems

caused by the fore^ri tvx rra^it prc"";'.sioi.:s Tv';ich are ava.ilc.ble only

for resicicntr. .-Lod the ice of t^ie overax" .f(/reigu vax ci'edit liraitation;

(iii) Develov^ent o:: a broadly -luppcrced agreement £iiio^g AJX-:s on a minimum

level of corporatey lii-ii/.^ oi; capiteii ?lioHaiicec? inaxi-TiUiii periods

for l"a:; px-ererencos- :.ij.:.d the Ieirel cx.d -.oo^g oC jtlicr investment incentives

in ordosr ro cid i.he ccrapQ^-'.Mo;-: ^raong AiIG:s: xor fci"iign investment

through T:ir'-«?';.pi."(.ad ur.e o.^ -i c«; ince-/;ivcsj

(iv) Establiehinci.iv of an inte;:nai:icnal t&j: panel to which ADC's and others could
refer difr7.-icu.Vt; or !io^.:i-ov.^rai;Li jrohlen:?: ^l-isiu^; .;.at thfs rpn.lica.ticn

of the uniform rul^c cnvrlsiged in nav (^
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(v) Elimination of major tax differentials among ADC's and the countries
which are primary competitors with ADC's for foreign investment, or

alternatively, elimination of tax deferial on foreign source income

earned by foreign subsidiaries of enterprises resident in the major

capital-exporting countries. Either of these alternatives would

remove a principal reason for avoiding ADC taxes.

It is "believed that the system which best incorporates all of these

modifications in one based upon a multilateral tax convention establishing a

uniform formula for apportionment of the total profits of any enterprise earning

some portion of its profits in a country other than the one in which it is

, .resident 2jj/. At a minimum the parties to the-multilateral convention should be "
the major capital-exporting countries and the ADC's, In recognition of the lower

level of economic development of ADC's, the allocation formula should provide for
preferential allocations of income to them,, especially with respect to* import :
and;,.export sales, royalties, rentals and income from personal services.

The multilateral convention should also establish an international tax panel
to which difficult or controversial problems arising in the application of the

uniform apportionment formula could be referred. The panel could consist of

fiscal and commercial experts, and couli bear appeals from either an ADC or other
country or the tax paying enterprise under voluntary, but binding arbitration §6/.

Under the terms of the multilateral convention, the panel might be empowered to
examine not only the tax return filed by the the subsidiary or "branch' in question
in the host country, but also the tax return filed by the parent corcr^ny or the
head office in the home country, or even the tare returns filed "by any affiliated

corporation in any country a party to the multilateral convention 97/,

In addition to the multilateral tax convention, the major capital-

exporting countries should adopt ,-:x system of currently taxing multinational

enterprise on thsir foreign source income whether earned \-j foreign subsidiaries
or "branch operations. These developed countries ehouli also give credit for

foreign taxes paid at sources with the credit limited to the amount of tax which
would be payable on income from a particular country in the .bsence of the credit -
the "per-country limitation"*

The major tax advantages of such a system for ADC'c are as follows:

(i) The establishment of a uniform apportionment formula would substantially
harmonize the tax systems of the countries agreeing to use? such formula
reduce the reluctance of foreign investors to permit ADC taxation due

to the risk of inconsistent determinations }f profits and losses, and

make international tax administration much simple:.' for £DCfs,

(ii) Since enterprises with foreign source income would be currently taxed
in their home country on such income, ;;ith a credit for taxes
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paxd at source, there wouL. be no material tax reason

for them to try to avoid ADC taxes so long as such

taxes were at rates lower than the rate in the home country

(which at present they generally are)*§8/ As a consequence,
this system could bring about a substantial reduction in

tax avoidance by foreign investors in AflC's«

(iii) Current taxation of all earnings of enterprises with

foreign income would also mean that any tax concessions or

preferences offered by ADC's would not inure to the benefit

of foreign investors, but would only result in shifting

tax revenues from the source country to the home country cf

the foreign investors, 99/ ADC's would thus have no reason

to continue costly and inefficient incentive programmes

and could terminate such programmes without fear of

adversely affecting investment flows*

(iv) The presence of the international tax panel could also

facilitate tax administration in ACC!s by assisting in

resolution of controversial or difficult problems

involving application of the apportionment formula. The

existence of the international tax panel, to which

appeals could be made either by ADC's and other countries or

tax paying enterprises, should also end complaints

about capricious or arbitrary decisions in ADC tax

administration.
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Furthermore, the "benefits of such modifications should certainly go beyond

simply tax matters. It seems reasonable to anticipate that the composite effect

of these modifications will be an expansion of trade between ADC's and the major

capital exporting countries and increased flows of foreign investment and technology

to the .ADC's Such benefits are often cited as the principal reason for tax

harmonization

Given the desirability of this proposed system of international taxation,, the

obvious question is what are the prospects for effecting the changes necessary to

make this system a reality, Strangely enough, if the ADC's are able act in concert

on this matter, it appears that the chances of bringing about the necessary changes are

reasonably good. Obviously, success in modifying the international tax system as

proposed is dependent not only on the concurence of the ADC's, but also on the

support of the major capital exporting countries. Enlisting the support of the

major capital-exporting countries may be easier than would generally be expected,

primarily because these countries are themselves seriously considering a radical

restructuring of the international tax system very much along the lines suggested

here»

The rapid growth of multinational business activities -■•' has made developed

countries increasingly aware of the inadequacies of a system of international

taxation based largely upon national tax administration and bilateral tax treaties.

There is growing sentiment among the developed countries for development of uniform

rules for allocation of profits and expenses among competing tax jurisdictions,

possibly administered by an international tax administration body to ifhich all

international income would be reported Among common market countries there is

considerable talk about tax harmonization and centralized tax administration»10l/
The Fiscal Committee of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development
and the United Nations study on the impact of multinational corporations on development

and on international relations have also developed serious proposals for centralized

tax administration and a uniform formula for apportionment of profits and expenses

among competing tax jurisdictions.102/

l^urthermore, within several of the major capital-exporting countries,

especially the countries with high levels of unemployment, there is growing dis

enchantment with the effects of foreign investment and outflows of technology

It is now suggested that foreign investment is not as beneficial to the home country

as if the investment were retained at home 103/ The outflows of technology through

vertically integrated multinational enterprises to :'export processing zones17 or

similar enclaves in developing countries for labor intensive component manufacture

and assembly, and middle stage processing for re-export have been said to be

partially responsible for the high rate of unemployment in developed countries 104/-
It has been suggested that this disenchantment with foreign investment and outflows

of technology will be increasingly manifested by proposals within the developed

countries to tax multinational enterprises currently on their income wherever earned

and whether earned by foreign subsidiaries and branch operations. The purpose of

these proposals will be to end the tax benefits available through operation in tax- ,
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haven countrier "because the home countrvcf the multinational enterprise defers

taxation of foreign source profits earned "by foreign subsidiaries until such profits

are distributed to the parent company. J.cV Under one such proposal put forward by

the United States, earnings of a subsidiary arising in a "tax haven" country would

be taxed currently to the United Status parent company. 106/

Thus, it can be seen that considerable sentiment already exists in the

developed countries, including the major capital-exporting countries, for many

of the changes proposed here. If the .ADC's could develop a widely supported

position for restructuring the international tax system which incorporates the

proposals currently being considered by the developed countries, but modified in

such a-way-as to -bq-trfbenefit also to .ADC's, there is a good possibility of

accomplishing a favorable reordering of the international tax system-, ~9y

harnessing the discontent in developed countries toward the present international

tax system, .ADC's may be able to participate in a restructuring of the system

which is directly beneficial to them and which also responds to the discontent

in developed-countries and reduces foreign investor reluctance to ADC taxation.

On the other hand, the existence of this sentiment in the developed countries

has one important drawback, While the benefits to be derived from developing a

new system of international taxation in concert with developed countries would be

extraordinary, if ADC's fail to take advantage of this sentiment in developed

countries, they will probably proceed to restructure the system of international

taxation independently of the ADC's, The result which could then be expected

would be a new system incorporating the views of the developed countries, but

with Iittli7^ons"id^ration of the views of ADC's In other words, if the ADC's

do not participate now in restructuring the "system of international taxation,

they may find that changes will be made in any event, but that the new system

just like the old, preempts ADC's from a fair proportion of the tax revenues

attributable to international income*
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